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Abstract
Over the last few decades, a wide variety of allocation markets emerged from the
Internet and introduced interesting algorithmic challenges, e.g., ad auctions, online
dating markets, matching skilled workers to jobs, etc. I focus on the use of allocation
algorithms in computational advertising as it is the quintessential application of my
research. I will also touch on the classic secretary problem with submodular utility
functions, and show that how it is related to advertiser’s optimization problem in
computational advertising applications. In all these practical situations, we should
focus on solving the allocation problems in an online setting since the input is being
revealed during the course of the algorithm, and at the same time we should make
irrevocable decisions. We can formalize these types of computational advertising
problems as follows. We are given a set of online items, arriving one by one, and a
set of advertisers where each advertiser specifies how much she wants to pay for each
of the online items. The goal is to allocate online items to advertisers to maximize
some objective function like the total revenue, or the total quality of the allocation.
There are two main classes of extensively studied problems in this context: budgeted
allocation (a.k.a. the adwords problem) and display ad problems. Each advertiser is
constrained by an overall budget limit, the maximum total amount she can pay in
the first class, and by some positive integer capacity, the maximum number of online
items we can assign to her in the second class.
Thesis Supervisor: Erik D. Demaine
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last few decades, a wide variety of allocation markets have emerged. Some of
the most important examples of these markets are a) online dating markets that span
around 75% of single people in United States, b) matching skilled workers with jobs
such as National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) (or the Match) that matches
medical school students with residency programs, c) Ad Auction multi-billion dollars
markets which I elaborate more on it later as the quintessential application of my
research. The emergence of these markets introduced many interesting optimization
and algorithmic challenges. We can formalize these problems with a set of resources
present in advance that should be consumed with a set of online nodes arriving one
at a time during the algorithm. The goal is to design an algorithm that allocates
these resources to online nodes when they arrive without over exhausting resources.
We note that the allocation decisions are irrevocable. There are several objective
functions considered in these problems including a) the revenue achieved by these
allocations, and b) the quality of the allocation which is the total satisfaction of
online nodes based on the resources they have received. We have studied designing
online allocation algorithms that incorporate these multiple objectives simultaneously.
Another important aspect of these problems that contributes to their online nature
is the arrival order of online nodes. The performance of an online algorithm heavily
depends on which nodes are going to arrive and their arrival order. In the worst
case approach, the algorithm’s performance is measured assuming the arrival order
9

is determined by an adversary, and therefore the algorithm’s worst performance is
computed as its indicative performance. However in stochastic settings, the arrival
order is assumed to be a random permutation of online items, and the expected
value of algorithm’s performance is considered as its indicative performance. How to
combine these two settings, and coming up with a more realistic analysis framework
is the other main topic of my research.
I would like to highlight the use of allocation algorithms in computational advertising which is the quintessential application of my research e.g., the multi-billion dollar
ad auction markets of Google or Bing search engines. We can formalize these types
of computational advertising problems as follows. We are given a set of online items
that could represent keywords searched in a search engine during a day, pageviews
of a news website, or users of any website that shows ads. These online items are
arriving one by one, and the algorithm should serve these items by assigning them
some advertisements. On the other hand, we have a set of advertisers where each
advertiser specifies how much she wants to pay for each of the online items when they
arrive. There are multiple important objectives in this context including maximizing
the total revenue, the number of clicks on ads, or the number of served online items.
In these advertising applications, advertisers are in fact the resources, and there are
different types of constraints on these resources depending on the application. There
are two main classes of extensively studied problems in this context: budgeted allocation (a.k.a. the adwords problem) and display ad problems. Each advertiser is
constrained by an overall budget limit, the maximum total amount she can pay in
the first class, and by some positive integer capacity, the maximum number of online
items we can assign to her in the second class.
The main issues of combining different objectives, and considering different arrival
orders are discussed above as part of the optimization problem the publisher is facing.
The publisher (Google, Bing, etc) is the search engine that decides which ads to show
for each online node that arrives and has to maintain some revenue and keep up the
quality (relevance) of these ads to maintain the online users in long term. At the end
of this thesis, we look at these settings from an advertisers perspective which has a
10

limited budget and tries to win (capture) the most relevant online nodes to publicize
her own business. We will see later how this is related to the classic secretary problem,
and how we should extend the classic secretary problem to capture complexities of
the advertiser’s problem in online ad auctions.

1.1

Budgeted Allocation Problem

The performance of online algorithms for the adwords (Budgeted Allocation) problem heavily depends on the order in which the online items will appear. Mehta et
al.[65] provided a 1 − 1/e competitive algorithm which works for every input order
(adversarial or worst case order). They presented a novel adaptive scoring function
on the advertisers (based on their remaining budgets) and allocated each online item
to an advertiser for whom the product of her bid for the online item and her score
is maximized. In another independent direction, researchers assumed that the online
items appear according to a random permutation. Devanur and Hayes [23] proposed
a Primal-Dual 1 − ε competitive algorithm in this case which can be adapted to other
similar stochastic settings as well. The adversarial case is too pessimistic to model
reality. On the other hand, the random arrival (and other stochastic) setting is useful
only if the incoming traffic patterns of online items (e.g., page-views) can be predicted
with a reasonably good precision. In other words, such algorithms may rely heavily on
a precise forecast of the online traffic patterns, and may not react quickly to sudden
changes in these patterns. In fact, the slow reaction to such spikes in traffic patterns
imposes a serious limitation on the real-world use of stochastic algorithms in practical
applications. This is a common issue in applying stochastic optimization techniques
to the online resource allocation problems, e.g., see [79]. In an effort to tackle this ad
allocation problem, we [67] study algorithms that achieve good performance ratios
in both adversarial and stochastic frameworks simultaneously, and are robust against
different traffic patterns.
We present algorithms that achieve the best competitive ratios of both settings
simultaneously, i.e. 1 − ε in the random arrival model and 1 − 1/e in the adversarial
11

case for unweighted graphs. However, for weighted graphs we prove that this is not
possible; we show when the competitive ratio of an online algorithm tends to 1 in
the random arrival model, its competitive ratio tends to 0 in the adversarial model.
Formally, we prove that an algorithm with competitive ratio 1 − ε in the random
√
order arrival setting cannot have a competitive ratio more than 4 ε in the adversarial
setting. We also prove that no online algorithm that achieves an approximation factor
of 1 − 1/e for the adversarial inputs can achieve an average approximation factor
better than 97.6% for random arrival inputs. In light of this hardness result, we
design algorithms with improved approximation ratios in the random arrival model
while preserving the competitive ratio of 1 − 1/e in the worst case. To this end,
we show the algorithm proposed by [65] achieves a competitive ratio of 0.76 for the
random arrival model, while having a 1 − 1/e ≈ 0.63 competitive ratio in the worst
case.
Main Techniques: To achieve the hardness result, we exploit the fact that the
algorithm has no means of distinguishing between adversarial and stochastic inputs.
It is then sufficient to construct instances in which the behavior of an optimum online
algorithm in the stochastic setting differs drastically from an algorithm that works well
in the adversarial setting. For the positive results, we propose a general three stage
process which is useful in analyzing the performance of any greedy algorithm: (i) We
first define an appropriate potential function as the sum of the indefnite integrals of
the advertisers’ scores, and interpret the online algorithm as a greedy approach acting
to improve the potential function by optimizing the corresponding scoring functions.
(ii) We then track the changes in the potential function by formulating a mathematical
program. (iii) Finally, by discretization on two spectrums of time and budgets and
applying the mean value theorem of calculus, we translate the mathematical program
into a constant-size LP and solve it numerically. We prove that the solution of this
LP lower bounds the competitive ratio of the algorithm.
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1.2

Display Ad Problem

In contrast to the budgeted allocation problem, in the display advertising problem,
advertisers are not constrained by budget caps. Instead, each advertiser has some
integer capacity which is the maximum number of online items we can assign to her.
This problem has been modeled as maximizing the weight of an online matching
instance [35, 34, 25, 15, 24]. While weight is indeed important, this model ignores
the fact that cardinality of the matching is also crucial in the display ad application.
This fact illustrates that in many real applications of online allocation, one needs to
optimize multiple objective functions, though most of the previous work in this area
deals with only a single objective function. On the other hand, there is a large body of
work exploring offline multi-objective optimization in the approximation algorithms
literature. In this part of thesis, we focus on simultaneously maximizing online two
objectives which have been studied extensively in matching problems: cardinality and
weight.
In online display advertising, advertisers typically purchase bundles of millions
of display ad impressions from web publishers. Display ad serving systems that
assign ads to pages on behalf of publishers must satisfy the contracts with advertisers,
respecting targeting criteria and delivery goals. Modulo this, publishers try to allocate
ads intelligently to maximize overall quality (measured, for example, by clicks), and
therefore a desirable property of an ad serving system is to maximize this quality
while satisfying the contracts to deliver to each advertiser its purchased bundle of
impressions. This motivates our model of the display ad problem as simultaneously
maximizing weight and cardinality.
We study this multi-objective online allocation problem by providing bicriteria competitive algorithms and showing the tightness of our algorithms by proving
hardness results. We [60] present a bicriteria (p(1 − 1/e1/p ), (1 − p)(1 − 1/e1−p ))approximation algorithm for every p in range (0, 1) where the two approximation
factors are for the weight and cardinality objectives. We provide hardness results
that show the exact tightness of our algorithm at three main points: the starting
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point (0, 1 − 1/e), the middle point (0.43, 0.43), and the final point (1 − 1/e, 0). Our
hardness results also show that the gap between our algorithm approximation factors
and the pareto optimal curve is at most 9% at other points.
To achieve efficient algorithms that focus on both objectives, we use two primal
dual subroutines that are responsible for weight and cardinality of the allocation
separately. We allow the subroutines to share and exhaust the total capacities of
advertisers separately, and provide an analysis to handle the collisions. To get hardness results, we construct multi-phase instances with exponentially growing weights.
We then formulate linear programs that upper bound the performance of any online algorithm on the synthesized instances. Approximating the linear programs with
constant size factor-revealing LPs yields the appropriate hardness results.

1.3

Submodular Secretary Problem

Another interesting and well-studied online allocation problem is the classic secretary
problem in which a company wants to hire a secretary with a sequence of applicants
arriving one by one. The goal is to hire the maximum value applicant, and the main
assumption that yields non-zero competitive algorithms in this setting is the random
order arrival of applicants. One of the most important generalizations of the secretary
problem is the multiple choice version in which the company wants to hire several
skilled workers (applicants) with different constraints varying from a simple cap on
the number of secretaries to much more complex cases, such as matroid constraints.
We consider the problem of hiring up to a fixed number of applicants to maximize
the performance of the secretarial group [11]. The overlapping skills of applicants can
be modeled by defining the performance function as a submodular function on the set
of applicants. The class of submodular functions spans a variety of value functions
in practical settings. Following we show how this generalized version of classic secretary problem relates to the ad auctions applications. Consider an advertiser that
has limited budget to spend throughout the day. She wants to show her ads to a
subset of online users (e.g. associated with searched keywords in a search engine) to
14

maximize her own value while respecting her own budget. The budget constraint of
the advertiser could be modelled with a knapsack constraint when the price of winning each online node is estimated accurately. The value function of subsets of online
nodes is submodular in many applications as it observes the diminishing marginal
value property.
We present constant competitive algorithms for this submodular secretary problem
and provide constant hardness results as well. We then generalize our result to achieve
constant competitive algorithms when we have multiple knapsack constraints. In
the case of multiple matroid constraints, we present poly-logarithmic competitive
√
algorithms. Finally, we show that Θ( n) is the best achievable competitve ratio
for the subadditive secretary problem which models almost all practical situations
including this class of submodular secretary problems.

15

Chapter 2
Simultaneous Algorithms for
Budgeted Allocation Problem
Online bipartite matching is a fundamental optimization problem with many applications in online resource allocation, especially the online allocation of ads on the
Internet. In this problem, we are given a bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E) with a set of
fixed nodes (or bins) Y , a set of online nodes (or balls) X, and a set E of edges between
them. Any fixed node (or bin) yj ∈ Y is associated with a total weighted capacity
(or budget) cj . Online nodes (or balls) xi ∈ X arrive online along with their incident
edges (xi , yj ) ∈ E(G) and their weights wi,j . Upon the arrival of a node xi ∈ X, the
algorithm can assign xi to at most one bin yj ∈ Y where (xi , yj ) ∈ E(G) and the
total weight of nodes assigned to yj does not exceed cj . The goal is to maximize the
total weight of the allocation. This problem is known as the AdWords problem, and
it has been studied under the assumption that

maxi,j wi,j
minj cj

→ 0, in [65, 18, 23].

Under the most basic online model, known as the adversarial model, the online
algorithm does not know anything about the xi ’s or E(G) beforehand. In this model,
the seminal result of Karp, Vazirani and Vazirani [56] gives an optimal online 1 − 1e competitive algorithm to maximize the size of the matching for unweighted graphs
where wij = 1 for each (xi , yj ) ∈ E(G). For weighted graphs, Mehta et al. [65, 18]
presented the first 1 − 1e -approximation algorithm to maximize the total weight of
the allocation for the AdWords problem and this result has been generalized to more
16

general weighted allocation problems [18, 33].
Other than the adversarial model, motivated by applications in online advertising,
various stochastic online models have been proposed for this problem. In such stochastic models, online nodes xi ∈ X arrive in a random order. In other words, given a
random permutation σ ∈ Sn , the ball xσ(t) arrives at time time t for t = 1, 2, . . . , n.
In this case, the seminal result of Devanur and Hayes [23] gives a 1 − ε-approximation
for the problem if the number of balls n is a prior information to the algorithm, and
OPT
wij

n
), where m := |Y |. This result has also been generalized and improved
≥ O( m log
ε3

in several followup work [34, 2, 76], and its related models like the iid models with
known or unknown distributions [36, 10, 66, 25]1 . These stochastic models are particularly motivated in the context of online ad allocation. In this context, online nodes
correspond to page-views, search queries, or online requests for ads. In these settings,
the incoming traffic of page-views may be predicted with a reasonable precision using
a vast amount of historical data.
All these stochastic models and their algorithms are useful only if the incoming
traffic of online nodes (e.g. page-views) can be predicted with a reasonably good
precision. In other words, such algorithms may rely heavily on a precise forecast of
the online traffic patterns, and may not react quickly to sudden changes in the traffic.
In fact, the slow reaction to such traffic spikes impose a serious limitation in the realworld use of stochastic algorithms in practical applications. This is a common issue in
applying stochastic optimization techniques for online resource allocation problems
(see e.g., [79]). Various methodologies such as robust or control-based stochastic
optimization [13, 14, 79, 74] have been applied to alleviate this drawback. In this
chapter, we study this problem from a more idealistic perspective and aim to design
algorithms that simultaneously achieve optimal approximation ratios for both the
adversarial and stochastic models. Our goal is to design algorithms that achieve
good performance ratios both in the worst case and in the average case.
Our Contributions and Techniques. In this chapter, we study simultaneous
approximation algorithms for the adversarial and stochastic models for the online
1

In the iid stochastic models, online nodes are drawn iid from a known or an unknown distribution.
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budgeted allocation problem. Our goal is to design algorithms that achieve a competitive ratio strictly better than 1−1/e on average, while preserving a nearly optimal
worst case competitive ratio. Ideally, we want to achieve the best of both worlds, i.e,
to design an algorithm with the optimal competitive ratio in both the adversarial
and random arrival models. Toward this goal, we show that this can be achieved for
unweighted graphs, but not for weighted graphs. Nevertheless, we present improved
approximation algorithms for weighted graphs.
For weighted graphs we prove that no algorithm can simultaneously achieve nearly
optimal competitive ratios on both the adversarial and random arrival models. In
particular, we show that no online algorithm that achieve an approximation factor of
1−

1
e

for the worst-case inputs may achieve an average approximation factor better

than 97.6% for the random inputs (See Corollary 2.5.3). More generally, we show that
any algorithm achieving an approximation factor of 1 − ε in the stochastic model may
√
not achieve a competitive ratio better than 4 ε in the adversarial model (See Theorem
2.5.1). In light of this hardness result, we aim to design algorithms with improved
approximation ratios in the random arrival model while preserving the competitive
ratio of 1 −

1
e

in the worst case. To this end, we show an almost tight analysis of

the algorithm proposed in [65] in the random arrival model. In particular, we show
its competitive ratio is at least 0.76, and is no more than 0.81 (See Theorem 2.3.1,
and Lemma 2.5.5). Combining this with the worst-case ratio analysis of Mehta et
al. [65] we obtain an algorithm with the competitive ratio of 0.76 for the random
arrival model, while having a 1 −

1
e

ratio in the worst case. It is worth noting that

unlike the result of [23] we do not assume any prior knowledge of the number of balls
is given to the algorithm.
On the other hand, for unweighted graphs, under some mild assumptions, we
show a generalization an algorithm in [54] achieves a competitive ratio of 1 − ε in
the random arrival model (See Theorem 2.4.1). Combining this with the worstcase ratio analysis of [54, 65], we obtain an algorithm with the competitive ratio of
1 − ε in the random arrival model, while preserving the optimal competitive ratio of
1−

1
e

in the adversarial model. Previously, a similar result was known for a more
18

restricted stochastic model where all bins have equal capacities [68]. For the case
of small degrees, an upper bound of 0.82 is known for the approximation ratio of
any algorithm for the online stochastic matching problem (even for the under the iid
model with known distributions) [66].
Our proofs consist of three main steps: (i) the main technique is to define an
appropriate potential function as an indefinite integral of a scoring function, and interpret the online algorithms as a greedy algorithm acting to improve these potential
functions by optimizing the corresponding scoring functions (see Section 2.2); These
potential functions may prove useful elsewhere; (ii) An important component of the
proof is to write a factor-revealing mathematical program based on the potential
function and its changes, and finally (iii) the last part of the proofs involve changing
the factor-revealing programs to a constant-size LP and solve it using a solver (in the
weighted case), or analyzing the mathematical program explicitly using an intermediary algorithm with an oracle access to the optimum (in the unweighted case). The
third step of the proof in the weighted case is inspired by the technique employed
by Mahdian and Yan [64] for unweighted graphs, however, the set of mathematical
programs we used are quite different from theirs.
All of our results hold under two mild assumptions: (i) large capacities (i.e.,
maxi,j wi,j
minj cj

→ 0), and (ii) a mild lower bound on the value of OPT: the aggregate

sum of the largest weight ball assigned to each bin by the optimum is much smaller
P
than OPT, i.e., j maxi:opt(i)=j wi,j  OPT. Both of these assumptions are valid in
real-world applications of this problem in online advertising. The first assumption
also appears in the AdWords problem, and the second assumption aims to get rid of
some degenerate cases in which the optimum solution is very small.

2.1

Notations

Let G(X, Y, E) be a (weighted) bipartite graph, where X := {x1 , . . . , xn } is the set of
online nodes (or balls), and Y := {y1 , . . . , ym } is the set of fixed nodes (or bins). For
each pair of nodes xi , yj , wi,j represents the weight of edge (xi , yj ). Each online node
19

yj is associated with a weighted capacity (or budget) cj > 0. The online matching
problem is as follows: first a permutation σ ∈ Sn is chosen (the distribution may be
chosen according to any unknown distribution): at times t = 1, 2, . . . , n, the ball xσ(t)
arrives and its incident edges are revealed to the algorithm. The algorithm can assign
this ball to at most one of the bins that are adjacent to it. The total weight of balls
assigned to each bin yj may not exceed its weighted capacity cj . The objective is to
maximize the weight of the final matching.
Given the graph G, the optimum offline solution is the maximum weighted bipartite matching in G respecting the weighted capacities, i.e, the total weight of balls
assigned to to a bin yj may not exceed cj . For each ball xi , let opt(i) denote the index
of the bin that xi is being matched to in the optimum solution, and alg(i) be the
index of the bin that xi is matched to in the algorithm. Also for each node yj ∈ Y ,
let oj be the weighted degree of yj in the optimum solution. Observe that for each
j, we have 0 ≤ oj ≤ cj . By definition, we have the size of the optimum solution
P
is OPT = j oj . Throughout the chapter, we use OPT as the total weight of the
optimal solution, and ALG as the total weight of the output of the online algorithm.
Throughout this chapter, we make the assumption that the weights of the edges
are small compared to the capacities, i.e., maxi,j wi,j is small compared to mini cj .
Also we assume that the aggregate sum of the largest weight ball assigned to each
P
bin by the optimum is much smaller than OPT i.e., j maxi:opt(i)=j wi,j  OPT. In
particular, let

γ ≥ max




max



i,j

wi,j
,
cj

sP



j maxi:opt(i)=j wi,j

OPT

(2.1)

the guarantees of our algorithm are provided for the case when γ → 0. For justifications behind these mild assumptions, see the discussion in the Introduction.
Throughout this chapter, wlog we assume that the optimum matches all of the balls,
otherwise we can throw out the unmatched ball and it can only make the competitive
ratio of the algorithm worse.
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2.2

Main Ideas

In this section, we describe the main ideas of the proof. We start by defining the
algorithms as deterministic greedy algorithms optimizing specific scoring functions.
We also define a concave potential function as an indefinite integral of the scoring
function, and show that a “good” greedy algorithm must try to maximize the potential
function. In section 2.2.1, we show that if σ is chosen uniformly at random, then we
can lower-bound the increase of the potential in an ε fraction of process; finally in
section 2.2.2 we write a factor-revealing mathematical program based on the potential
function and its changes.
We consider a class of deterministic greedy algorithms that assign each incoming
ball xσ(t) based on a “scoring function” defined over the bins. Roughly speaking,
the scoring function characterizes the “quality” of a bin, and a larger score implies
a better-quality bin. In this chapter, we assume that the score is independent of
the particular labeling of the bins, and it is a non-negative, non-increasing function
of the amount that is saturated so far (roughly speaking, these algorithms try to
prevent over-saturating a bin when the rest are almost empty). Throughout this
chapter, we assume that the scoring function and its derivative are bounded (i.e.,
|f 0 (.)|, |f (.)| ≤ 1). However, all of our arguments in this section can also be applied
to the more general scoring functions that may even depend on the overall capacity
ci of the bins. At a particular time t, let rj (t) represent the fraction of the capacity
of the bin yj that is saturated so far. Let f (rj (t)) be the score of bin yj at time t.
When the ball xσ(t+1) arrives, the greedy algorithm simply computes the score of all
of the bins and assigns xσ(t+1) to the bin yj maximizing the product of wσ(t+1),j and
f (rj (t)).
Kalyanasundaram, and Pruhs [54] designed the algorithm Balance using the scoring function fu (rj (t)) := 1 − rj (t) (i.e., the algorithm simply assigns an in-coming ball
to the neighbor with the smallest ratio if it is less than 1, and drops the ball otherwise).
They show that for any unweighted graph G, it achieves a 1 − 1/e competitive ratio
against any adversarially chosen permutation σ. Mehta et al. [65] generalized this al-
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gorithm to weighted graphs by defining the scoring function fw (rj (t)) = (1 − e1−rj (t) ).
Their algorithm, denoted by Weighted-Balance , achieves a competitive ratio of 1−1/e
for the AdWords problem in the adversarial model. We note that both of the algorithms never over-saturate bins (i.e., 0 ≤ rj (t) ≤ 1). Other scoring functions have also
been considered for other variants of the problem (see e.g. [63, 33]). Intuitively, these
scoring functions are chosen to ensure that the algorithm assigns the balls as close
to opt(xσ(t) ) as possible. When the permutation is chosen adversarially, any scoring
function would fail to perfectly monitor the optimum assignment (as discussed before, no online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than 1 − 1/e in the
adversarial model). However, we hope that when σ is chosen uniformly at random,
for any adversarially chosen graph G, the algorithm can almost capture the optimum
assignment. In the following we try to formalize this observation.
We measure the performance of the algorithm at time t by assigning a potential
function that in some sense compares the quality of the overall decisions of the algorithm w.r.t. the optimum. Assuming the optimum solution saturates all of the
bins (i.e., cj = oj ), the potential function achieves its maximum at the end of the
algorithm if the balls are assigned exactly according to the optimum. The closer the
value of the potential function to the optimum means a better assignment of the balls.
We define the potential function as the weighted sum of the indefinite integral of the
scoring functions of the bins chosen by the algorithm:
φ(t) :=

X
j

Z

rj (t)

cj

f (r)dr =
r=0

X

cj F (rj (t)).

j

In particular, we use the following potential function for the Balance and the
Weighted-Balance algorithms respectively:
1X
cj (1 − rj (t))2
2 j
X
φw (t) : =
cj (rj − erj (t)−1 ).
φu (t) : = −

(2.2)
(2.3)

j

Observe that since the scoring function is a non-increasing function of the ratios, its
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antiderivative F (.) will be a concave function of the ratios. Moreover, since it is always
non-negative the value of the potential function never decreases in the running time
of the algorithm. By this definition the greedy algorithm can be seen as an online
gradient descent algorithm which tries to maximize a concave potential function; for
each arriving ball xσ(t) , it assigns the ball to the bin that makes the largest local
increase in the function.
To analyze the performance of the algorithm we lower-bound the increase in the
value of the potential function based on the optimum matching. This allows us to
show that the final value of the potential function achieved by the algorithm is close
to its value in the optimum, thus bound the competitive ratio of the algorithm. In the
next section, we use the fact that σ is chosen randomly to lower-bound the increase in
εn steps. Finally, in section 2.2.2 we write a factor-revealing mathematical program
to compute the competitive ratio of the greedy algorithm.

2.2.1

Lower bounding the Increase in the Potential Function

In this part, we use the randomness defined on the permutation σ to argue that with
high probability the value of the potential function must have a significant increase
during the run of the algorithm. We define a particular event E corresponding to
event that the arrival process of the balls is approximately close to its expectation.
To show that E occurs with high probability, we only consider the distribution of
arriving balls at 1/ε equally distance times; as a result we can mainly monitor the
amount of increase in the potential function at these time intervals. For a carefully
chosen 0 < ε < 1, we divide the process into 1/ε slabs such that the k th slab includes
the [knε + 1, (k + 1)nε] balls. Assuming σ is chosen uniformly at random, we show
a concentration bound on the weight of the balls arriving in the k th slab. Using that
we lower bound φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε) in Lemma 2.2.2.
First we use the randomness to determine the weight of the balls arriving in the k th
slab. Let Ii,k be the indicator random variable indicating that the ith ball will arrive
in the k th slab. Observe that for any k, the indicators Ii,k are negatively correlated:
knowing that Ii,k = 1 can only decrease the probability of the occurrence of the other
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balls in the k th slab (i.e., P [Ii,k |Ii0 ,k = 1] ≤ P [Ii,k ]). Define Nj,k :=

P

i:opt(i)=j

wi,j Ii,k

as the sum of the weight of the balls that are matched to the j th bin in the optimum
and arrive in the k th slab. It is easy to see that Eσ [Nj,k ] = ε · oj , moreover, since it is
a linear combination of negatively correlated random variables it will be concentrated
P
around its mean. Define h(k) := j |Nj,k − εoj |. The following Lemma shows that
h(k) is very close to zero for all time slabs k with high probability. Intuitively, this
implies that with high probability the balls from each slab are assigned similarly in
the optimum solution.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let h(k) :=

P

j


|Nj,k − εoj |. Then Pσ ∀k, h(k) ≤


Proof. It suffices to upper-bound P h(k) >

5γ
OPT
εδ



5γ
OPT
εδ



≥ 1 − δ.

≤ δε; the lemma can then be

proved by a simple application of the union bound. First we use Azuma-Hoeffding
concentration bound to compute E [|Nj,k − εoj |]; then we simply apply the Markov
inequality to upper-bound h(k).
q P
2
Let Wj := 2 i:opt(i)=j wi,j
, for any j, k, we show E [|Nj,k − εoj |] ≤ 3Wj . Since
Nj,k is a linear combination of negatively correlated random variables Ii,k for opt(i) =
j, and E [Nj,k ] = ε·oj by a generalization of the Azuma Hoeffding bound to negatively
correlated random variables [70] we have

E [|Nj,k − ε · oj |] ≤ Wj

(∞
X

)
P [|Nj,k − E [Nj,k ] | ≥ l · Wj ]

l=0



l2 Wj2
∞


X
− P
2 i:opt(i)=j w2
i,opt(i)
e
≤ Wj 1 + 2
≤ Wj


l=1

1+2

∞
X

!
e

−l2

≤ 3Wj .

(2.4)

l=1

Let wmax (j) := maxi:opt(i)=j wi,j . Since Wj2 as twice the sum of the square of the
p
weights assigned to the j th bin is a convex function we can write Wj ≤ 2wmax (j)oj .
Therefore, by the linearity of expectation we have
X wmax (j)/γ + γoj
X q
3 2wmax (j)oj ≤ 5
2
j
j
1 X
γ
≤ 5{
wmax (j) + OPT} ≤ 5γOPT,
2γ j
2

E [h(k)] ≤
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where the last inequality follows from assumption (2.1). Since h(k) is a non-negative


OPT
≤ δε. The
random variable, by the Markov inequality we get P h(k) > 5γ
εδ
lemma simply follows by applying this inequality for all k ∈ {0, . . . , 1/ε} and using
the union bound.
Let E be the event that ∀k, h(k) ≤

5γ
OPT.
εδ

The next lemma shows that condi-

tioned on E, one can lower-bound the increase in the potential function in any slab
(i.e., φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε) for any 0 ≤ k < 1/ε):
Lemma 2.2.2. Conditioned on E, for any 0 ≤ k < 1/ε, t0 = knε, and t1 = (k + 1)nε
we have
φ(t1 ) − φ(t0 ) ≥ ε

X
j

√
6 γ
{oj f (rj (t1 ))} −
OPT.
εδ

Proof. First we simply compute the increase of the potential function at time t + 1,
for some t0 ≤ t < t1 . Then, we lower-bound the increase using the monotonicity
of the scoring function f (.). Finally, we condition on E and lower-bound the final
expression in terms of OPT. Let σ(t + 1) = i, and assume the algorithm assigns xi
to the j th bin (i.e., alg(i) = j); since the algorithm maximizes wi,j f (rj (t)) we can
lower-bound the increase of the potential function based on the optimum. First using
the mean value theorem of the calculus we have:

cj

(
)


2
wi,j
wi,j
1 wi,j
F (rj (t) +
) − F (rj (t) = cj
f (rj (t)) +
f 0 (r∗ ) ,
cj
cj
2 cj

for some r∗ ∈ [rj (t), rj (t) + wi,j /cj ]. Since the derivative of f (.) is bounded (i.e.,
|f 0 (r)| ≤ 1 for all r ∈ [0, 1]), we get


wi,j
φ(t + 1) − φ(t) = cj F (rj (t) +
) − F (rj (t)
cj
≥ wi,opt(i) f (ropt(i) (t1 )) − γwi,j ,


≥ wi,opt(i) f (ropt(i) (t)) − wi,j

wi,j
cj
(2.5)

where the first inequality follows by the greedy decision chosen by the algorithm
wi,j f (rj (t)) ≥ wi,opt(i) f (ropt(i) (t)), and the last inequality follows by assumption (2.1).
Consider a single run of the algorithm; wlog we assume that ALG ≤ OPT. We
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can monitor the amount of increase in the potential function in the k th slab as follows:

φ(t1 ) − φ(t0 ) ≥

tX
1 −1



wσ(t),opt(σ(t)) f (ropt(σ(t)) (t)) − γwσ(t),alg(σ(t))

t=t0

≥

X

X

j

t0 ≤t<t1 ,opt(σ(t))=j

=

X

f (rj (t1 ))wσ(t),j − γOPT

f (rj (t1 ))Nj,k − γOPT

j

where the second inequality follows by the fact that f (.) is a non-increasing function
P
of the ratio, and t0 ≤t<t1 wσ(t),alg(σ(t)) ≤ ALG ≤ OPT, and the equality follows from
the definition of Nj,k . By lemma 2.2.1 we know Nj,k is highly concentrated around
5γ
OP T ,
εδ

ε · oj . Conditioned on E, we have h(k) ≤
φ(t1 ) − φ(t0 ) ≥ ε

X

≥ ε

X

j

f (rj (t1 ))oj −

X

thus:

|Nj,k − εoj | − γOPT

j

f (rj (t1 ))oj − h(k) − γOPT ≥ ε

j

X

f (rj (t1 ))oj −

j

6γ
OPT
εδ

where the first inequality follows by the assumption |f (.)| ≤ 1.

2.2.2

Description of the Factor-Revealing Mathematical Program

In this section we propose a factor-revealing mathematical program that lower-bounds
the competitive ratio of the algorithms Balance and Weighted-Balance . In sections
2.3, and 2.4 we derive a relaxation of the program and analyze that relaxation. Interestingly, the main non-trivial constraints follows from the lower-bounds obtained
for the amount of increase in the potential function in Lemma 2.2.2.
The details of the program is described in MP(1). It is worth noting that the last
inequality in this program follows from the monotonicity property of the ratios. In
other words, we assume the ratio function rj (t) is a monotonically increasing function
w.r.t. to t.
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MP(1)
P
1
minimize OPT
j min{rj (n), 1}cj
P
c
F
(r
(t))
j
j j
P
ε j oj f (rj ((k + 1)nε)) − 6γ
OPT
εδ
oP
j
j oj
rj (t)

= φ(t)
≤ φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε)
≤ cj
= OPT,
≤ rj (t + 1)

∀t ∈ [n],
∀k ∈ [ 1ε − 1],
∀j ∈ [m],
∀j, t ∈ [n − 1].

The following proposition summarizes our arguments and shows that the program
MP(1) is a relaxation for any deterministic greedy algorithm that works based on
a scoring function. It is worth noting that the whole argument still follows when
the scoring function is not necessarily non-negative; we state the proposition in this
general form.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let f be any non-increasing, scoring function of the ratios rj (t)
of the bins such that |f (r)|, |f 0 (r)| ≤ 1 for the range of ratios that may be encountered
in the running time of the algorithm. For any (weighted) graph G = (X, Y ), and
ε > 0, with probability at least 1−δ, MP(1) is a factor-revealing mathematical program
for the greedy deterministic algorithm that uses scoring function f (.).
Since the potential function F (.) is a concave function, this program may not
be solvable in polynomial time. In section 2.4, we show that after adding a new
constraint it is possible to analyze it analytically for the unweighted graphs. To deal
with this issue for the weighted graphs, we write a constant-size LP relaxation of the
program that lower-bounds the optimum solution (after losing a small error). Finally,
we solve the constant-size LP by an LP solver, and thus obtain a nearly tight bound
for the competitive ratio of the Weighted-Balance (see section 2.3 for more details).
In the rest of this section, we write a simpler mathematical program that will be
used later in section 2.3 for analyzing the Weighted-Balance algorithm. In particular,
we simplify the critical constraint that measures the increase in the potential function
by further removing the term − 6γ
OPT. Moreover, since Weighted-Balance never
εδ
over-saturates bins we can also add the constraint rj (n) ≤ 1 to both MP(1) and
MP(2) and still have a relaxation of Weighted-Balance .
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P
MP(2) minimize
j rj (n)cj
P
rj (t)−1
s.t.
)
=
j cj (rj (t) − e
P
rj ((k+1)nε)−1
ε j oj (1 − e
) ≤
oP
≤
j
=
j oj
rj (t)
≤
rj (n)
≤

φ(t)
φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε)
cj
1.
rj (t + 1)
1

∀t ∈ [n],
∀k ∈ [ 1ε ],
∀j ∈ [m],
∀j, t ∈ [n − 1],
∀j ∈ [m].

In the next Lemma we show that the optimum value of MP(2) is at least (1−

q

12γ
)
ε2 δ

of MP(1):
Lemma 2.2.4. For any weighted graph G, we have MP(1) ≥ (1 − α) min{1, MP(2)},
q
where α := 12γ
.
ε2 δ
Proof. Wlog we can replace OPT = 1 in MP(1). Let s1 := {rj (t), cj , oj , φ(t)} be a
P
feasible solution of the MP(1). If j rj (n)cj ≥ (1 − α) we are done; otherwise we
construct a feasible solution s2 of the MP(2) such that the value of s1 is at least
(1 − α) of the value of s2 . Then the lemma simply follows from the fact that the cost
of the value of the optimum solution of MP(1) is at least of (1 − α) of the value of
the optimum of MP(2).
Define s2 := {rj (t), cj /(1 − α), oj , φ(t)/(1 − α)}. Trivially, s2 satisfies all except
(possibly) the second constraint of MP(2). Moreover, the value of s1 is (1 − α) times
the value of s2 . It remains to prove the feasibility of the second constraint of MP(2),
i.e.,
ε(1 − α)

X

oj (1 − erj ((k+1)nε)−1 ) ≤ φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε),

j

for all k ∈ [1/ε]. Since s1 is a feasible solution of MP(1) we have
ε
oj (1 − erj ((k+1)nε)−1 ) − α2
2
j
(
)
ε 2
X
α
2
≥ε
oj (1 − erj ((k+1)nε)−1 ) 1 − ε P
,
o
(1
−
r
((k
+
1)nε)
j
j
j
2
j
φ((k + 1)nε) − φ(knε) ≥ ε

X

(2.6)

where the last inequality follows from the assumption that 0 ≤ rj (t) ≤ 1, and the fact
P
that 1 − ex−1 ≥ 21 (1 − x) for x ∈ [0, 1]. On the other hand, since j rj (n)cj < 1 − α,
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we can write:
X

oj (1 − rj ((k + 1)nε)) ≥ 1 −

X

j

cj rj (n) ≥ α

j

The lemma simply follows from putting the above inequality together with equation
(2.6).

2.3

The Competitive Ratio of Weighted-Balance

In this section, we lower-bound the competitive ratio of the WEIGHED-BALANCE
algorithm in the random arrival model. More specifically, we prove the following
theorem:
Theorem
δ

>

2.3.1. For
0,

with

any

weighted

probability

Weighted-Balance algorithm
p
0.76(1 − O( γ/δ)).

in

1 − δ,
the

graph
the

random

G

=

competitive
arrival

model

(X, Y ),

and

ratio

the

is

of
at

least

To prove the bound in this theorem, we write a constant-size linear programming
relaxation of the problem based on MP(2) and solve the problem by an LP solver.
The main two difficulties with solving program MP(2) are as follows: first, as we
discussed in section 2.2.2, MP(2) is not a convex program; second, the size of the
program (i.e., the number of variables and constraints) is a function of the size of the
graph G. The main idea follows from a simple observation that the main inequalities
in MP(2), those lower-bounding the increase in the potential function, are indeed
lower-bounding the increase in the potential function only at constant (i.e., 1/ε)
number of times. Hence, we do not need to keep track of the ratios and the potential
function for all t ∈ [n]; instead it suffices to monitor these values at 1/ε critical times
(i.e., at times knε for k ∈ [1/ε]), for a constant ε. Even in those critical times it
suffices to approximately monitor the ratios of the bins by discretizing the ratios into
1/ε slabs.
For any integers 0 ≤ i < 1/ε, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1/ε, let ci,k be the sum of the capacities of
the bins of ratio rj (knε) ∈ [iε, (i + 1)ε), and oi,k be the sum of the weighted degree
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of the bins of ratio rj (knε) ∈ [iε, (i + 1)ε) in the optimum solution, i.e.,
X

ci,k :=

cj ,

oi,k :=

j:rj (knε)∈[iε,(i+1)ε)

X

oj .

(2.7)

j:rj (knε)∈[iε,(i+1)ε)

Now we are ready to describe the constant-size LP relaxation of MP(2). We write the
LP relaxation in terms of the new variables ci,k , oi,k . In particular, instead of writing
the constraints in terms of the actual ratios of the bins, we round down (or round
up) the ratios to the nearest multiple of ε such that the constraint remains satisfied.
The details are described in LP(1).
o
n
P1/ε−1
1
1
iε−1
)
LP(1) minimize 1−1/e φ( ε ) − i=0 ci,k (iε/e − e
P1/ε−1
ci,k (iε − eiε−1 )
≤ φ(k)
s.t.
i=0
P1/ε−1
(i+1)ε−1
εoi,k+1 (1 − e
) ≥ φ(k + 1) − φ(k)
i=0
ci,k
≥ oi,k
P1/ε−1
oi,k
= 1
i=0
P1/ε−1
P1/ε−1
cl,k+1
≥
cl,k
l=i
l=i

∀k ∈ [ 1ε ]
∀k ∈ [ 1ε − 1]
∀i ∈ [ 1ε − 1], k ∈ [ 1ε ]
∀k ∈ [ 1ε ] :
∀i ∈ [ 1ε − 1], k ∈ [ 1ε − 1]

In the next Lemma, we show that the LP(1) is a linear programming relaxation
of the program MP(2):
Lemma 2.3.2. The optimum value of LP(1) lower-bounds the optimum value of
MP(2).
Proof. We show that for any feasible solution s := {rj (t), cj , oj , φ(t)} of MP(2) we can
construct a feasible solution s0 = {c0i,k , o0i,k , φ0 (k)} for LP(1) with a smaller objective
value. In particular, we construct s0 simply by using equation (2.7), and letting
φ0 (k) := φ(knε). First we show that all constraints of LP(1) are satisfied by s0 , then
we show that the value of LP(1) for s0 is smaller than the value of MP(2) for s.
The first equation of LP(1) simply follows from rounding down the ratios in the
first equation of MP(2) to the nearest multiple of ε. The equation remains satisfied by
the fact that the potential function φ(.) is increasing in the ratios (i.e., Fw (r) = r−er−1
is increasing in r ∈ [0, 1]). Similarly, the second equation of LP(1) follows from
rounding up the ratios in the second equation of MP(2), and noting that the scoring
function is decreasing in the ratios (i.e., fw (r) = 1 − er−1 is decreasing for r ∈ [0, 1]).
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The third and fourth equations can be derived from the corresponding equations in
MP(2). Finally, the last equation follows from the monotonicity property of the ratios
(i.e., rj (t) is a non-decreasing function of t).
It remains to compare the values of the two solutions s, and s0 . We have





1
1
φ0 ( ) −
c0i,1/ε iε/e − eiε−1
≤

1 − 1/e  ε
i=0
(
)
X rj (n)
X
1
φ(n) −
− erj (n)−1 )
=
cj (
cj rj (n),
1 − 1/e
e
j
j
1/ε−1

X

where the inequality follows from the fact that r/e − er−1 is a decreasing function for
r ∈ [0, 1], and the last inequality simply follows from the definition of φw (.) (i.e., the
first equation of MP(2)).
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.3.1:
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1.

By Proposition 2.2.3, for any ε > 0, with probability

1 − δ the competitive ratio of Weighted-Balance is lower-bounded by the optimum
of MP(1). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2.4 the optimum solution of MP(1) is
q
at least (1 − 12γ
) of the optimum solution of MP(2). Finally, by Lemma 2.3.2 the
ε2 δ
optimum solution of MP(2) is at least the optimum of LP(1). Hence, with probability
q
1 − δ the competitive ratio of Weighted-Balance is at least (1 − 12γ
) of the optimum
ε2 δ
of LP(1).
The constant-size linear program LP(1) can be solved numerically for any value
of ε > 0. By solving this LP using an LP solver, we can show that for ε = 1/250 the
optimum solution is greater than 0.76. This implies that with probability 1 − δ the
p
competitive ratio of Weighted-Balance is at least 0.76(1 − O( γ/δ)).
Remark 2.3.3. We also would like to remark that the optimum solution of LP(1)
beats the 1 − 1/e factor even for ε = 1/8; roughly speaking this implies that even if
the permutation σ is almost random, in the sense that each 1/8 of the input almost
has the same distribution, then Weighted-Balance beats the 1 − 1/e factor.
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2.4

The Competitive Ratio of Balance

In this section we show that for any unweighted graph G, under some mild assumptions, the competitive ratio of Balance approaches 1 in the random arrival model.
Theorem 2.4.1. For any unweighted bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E), and δ > 0, with
probability 1 − δ the competitive ratio of Balance in the random arrival model is at
least 1 −

β

P

j cj
,
OPT

where β := 3(γ/δ)1/6 .

First we assume that our instance is all-saturated meaning that the optimum
solution saturates all of the bins (i.e., cj = oj for all j), and show that the competitive
ratio of the algorithm is at least 1 − 3(γ/δ)1/6 :
Lemma 2.4.2. For any δ > 0, with probability 1 − δ the competitive ratio of Balance on all-saturated instances in the random arrival model is at least 1 − β.
Then we prove Theorem 2.4.1 via a simple reduction to the all-saturated case.
To prove Lemma 2.4.2, we analyze a slightly different algorithm Balance’ that
always assigns an arriving ball (possibly to an over-saturated bin); this will allow us
to keep track of the number of assigned balls at each step of the process. In particular
we have
∀t ∈ [n] :

X

cj rj (t) = t,

(2.8)

j

where rj (t) does not necessarily belong to [0, 1]. The latter certainly violates some of
our assumptions in Section 2.2. To avoid the violation, we provide some additional
knowledge of the optimum solution to Balance’ such that the required assumptions
are satisfied, and it achieves exactly the same weight as Balance .
We start by describing Balance’ , then we show that it still is a feasible algorithm
for the potential function framework studied in Section 2.2; in particular we show it
satisfies Proposition 2.2.3. When a ball xi arrives at time t + 1 (i.e., σ(t + 1) = i),
similar to Balance , Balance’ assigns it to a bin maximizing wi,j fu (rj (t)); let j be such
a bin. Unlike Balance if rj (t) ≥ 1 (i.e., all neighbors of xi are saturated), we do not
drop xi ; instead Balance’ assigns it to the bin yopt(i) .
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First note that although Balance’ magically knows the optimum assignment of a
ball once all of its neighbors are saturated, it achieves the same weight matching. This
simply follows from the fact that over-saturating bins does not increase our gain, and
does not alter any future decisions of the algorithm. Next we use Proposition 2.2.3
to show that MP(1) is indeed a mathematical programming relaxation for Balance’ .
By Proposition 2.2.3, we just need to verify that |fu (.)|, |fu0 (.)| ≤ 1 for all the ratios
we might encounter in the run of Balance’ . Since fu (r) = (1 − r), and the ratios are
always non-negative, it is sufficient to show that the ratios are always upper-bounded
by 2. To prove this, we crucially use the fact that Balance’ has access to the optimum
assignment for the balls assigned to the over-saturated bins. Observe that the set
of balls assigned to a bin after it is being saturated, is always a subset of the balls
assigned to it in the optimum assignment. Since the ratio of all bins are at most 1 in
the optimum, they will be upper-bounded by 2 in Balance’ .
The following is a simple mathematical programming relaxation to analyze Balance’ in the all-saturated instances:
MP(3)
P
minimize
j min{rj (n), 1}cj
P
=
j cj rj (t)
P
6γ
ε j cj (1 − rj ((k + 1)nε)) − εδ OPT ≤

t
t ∈ [n],
φu ((k + 1)nε) − φu (knε) ∀k ∈ [ 1ε − 1],

Note that the first constraint follows from (2.8), and the second constraint follows
from the second constraint of MP(1), and the fact that cj = oj in the all-saturated
instances.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 2.4.2:
Proof of Lemma 2.4.2. With probability 1−δ, MP(3) is a mathematical programming
relaxation of Balance’ . First we sum up all 1/ε second constraints of MP(3) to
obtain a lower-bound on φu (n), and we get φu (n) is very close to zero (intuitively,
the algorithm almost manages to optimize the potential function). Then, we simply
apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to φu (n) to bound the loss of Balance’ .
We sum up the second constraint of MP(3) for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 1ε − 1}; the RHS
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telescopes and we obtain:
1/ε−1
X X
6γ
cj rj ((k + 1)nε)
φu (n) − φu (0) ≥ OP T (1 − 2 ) − ε
εδ
j
k=0
1/ε−1
X
6γ
1 ε
6γ
2
≥ n(1 − 2 ) − ε n
(k + 1) ≥ n( − − 2 )
εδ
2 2 εδ
k=0

where the first inequality follows by the assumption that the instance is all-saturated,
and the second inequality follows from applying the first constraint of MP(3) for
P
t = (k + 1)nε, and the fact that OPT = n. Since φu (0) = − 21 j (1 − rj (0))2 = −n/2,
we obtain φu (n) ≥ −n( 2ε +

6γ
).
ε2 δ

Observe that only the non-saturated bins incur a loss to the algorithm, i.e.,
X

Loss(Balance’ ) =

cj (1 − rj (n)).

rj (n)<1

Using the lower-bound on φu (n) we have
X

cj (1 − rj (n)) ≤

s X

cj (1 − rj (n))2 ·

rj (n)<1

rj (n)<1

X

cj

rj (n)<1

r

≤

p
12γ
−2φu (n) · n ≤ n ε + 2 ,
εδ

where the first inequality follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the second
inequality follows from the definition of φu (n). The lemma simply follows from choosing ε = 2(2γ/δ)1/3 in the above inequality.
Next we prove Theorem 2.4.1; we analyze the general instances by a reduction to
all-saturated instances.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Let G = (X, Y ) be an unweighted graph, similar to Lemma
2.4.2 it is sufficient to analyze Balance’ on G. For every bin yj we introduce cj − oj
dummy balls that are only adjacent to the j th bin, and let G0 = (X 0 , Y ) be the new
instance. First we show that the expected number of non-dummy balls matched by
Balance’ in G0 is at most the expected size of the matching that Balance’ achieves
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in G. We analyze the performance of Balance’ on G simply using Lemma 2.4.2, and
eliminating the effect of dummies.
Fix a permutation σ ∈ S|X 0 | ; let W 0 (σ) be the number of non-dummy balls matched
by Balance’ on σ. Similarly, let W (σ[X]) be the size of the matching obtained on
σ[X] in G, where σ[X] is the projection of σ on X. Using an argument similar to [17,
Lemma 2] (e.g., the monotonicity property), one can show that W 0 (σ) ≤ W (σ[X])
for all σ ∈ S|X 0 | . Hence, to compute the competitive ratio of Balance’ on G, it is
sufficient to upper-bound the expected number of non-dummy balls not-matched by
Balance’ on G0 . The latter is certainly not more than the total loss of Balance’ on G0
P
which is no more than β j cj by Lemma 2.4.2.

2.5

Hardness Results

In this section, we show that there exists a family of weighted graphs G such that
for any ε > 0, any online algorithm that achieves a 1 − ε competitive ratio in the
random arrival model, does not achieve an approximation ratio better than a function
g(ε) in the adversarial model, where g(ε) → 0 as ε → 0. More specifically, we prove
something stronger:
Theorem 2.5.1. For any constants δ, ε > 0, there exists family of weighted bipartite
graphs G = (X, Y ) such that for any (randomized) algorithm that achieves 1 − ε
competitive ratio (in expectation) on at least δ fraction of the permutations σ ∈ S|X| ,
√
does not achieve more than 4 ε (in expectation) for a particularly chosen permutation
in another graph G0 .
As a corollary, we can show that any algorithm that achieves the competitive
ratio of 1 − 1/e in the adversarial model can not achieve an approximation factor
better than 0.976 in the random arrival model. Moreover, at the end of this section,
we show that for some family of graphs the Weighted-Balance algorithm does not
achieve an approximation factor better than 0.81 in the random arrival model (see
Lemma 2.5.5 for more details). This implies that our analysis of the competitive ratio
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of this algorithm is tight up to an additive factor of 5%. We start by presenting the
construction of the hard examples:
Example 2.5.2. Fix a large enough integer l > 0, and let α :=

√

ε; let Y := {y1 , y2 }

with capacities c1 = c2 = l. Let C and D be two types of balls (or online nodes), and
let the set of online nodes X correspond to a set of l copies of C and l/α copies of
D. Each type C ball has a weight of 1 for y1 , and a weight of 0 for y2 , while a type
D ball has a weight of 1 in y1 and a weight of α in y2 .
First of all, observe that the optimum solution achieves a matching of weight 2l
simply by assigning all type C balls to y1 , and type D balls to y2 . On the other hand,
any algorithm that achieves the competitive ratio of 1−ε in the random arrival model
should match the balls “very similar” to this strategy. However, if the algorithm uses
this strategy, then an adversary may construct an instance by preserving the first
l balls of the input followed by l/α dummy balls. But in this new instance it is
“much better” to assign all of the first l balls to y1 . In the following we formalize this
observation.
Proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Let G be the graph constructed in Example 2.5.2, and let
A be a (randomized) algorithm that achieves 1 − ε competitive ratio (in expectation)
on at least δ fraction of permutations σ ∈ Sn , where n = l + l/α, for some constant
δ > 0. First we show that there exists a particular permutation σ ∗ such that there
are at most lα balls of type C among {σ ∗ (1), . . . , σ ∗ (l)}, and algorithm A achieves at
least (1−ε)2l on σ ∗ . Then we show that the (expected) gain of A from the first l balls
√
is at most 4l ε. Finally, we construct a new graph G0 = (X 0 , Y ) and a permutation
σ 0 such that the first l balls in σ 0 is the same as the first l balls of σ ∗ . This will imply
√
that A does not achieve a competitive ratio better than 4 ε on G0 .
To find σ ∗ it is sufficient to show that with probability strictly more than 1 − δ
the number of type C balls among the first l balls of a uniformly random chosen
permutation σ is at most lα. This can be proved simply using the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound. Let Bi be a Bernoulli random variable indicating that xσ(i) is of type C, for
1 ≤ i ≤ l. Observe that Eσ [Bi ] =

α
,
1+α

and these variables are negatively correlated.
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By a generalization of Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [70] we have
"
P

l
X

#
Bi > αl ≤ e−

lα3
6

< δ,

i=1

where the last inequality follows by choosing l large enough. Hence, there exists a
permutation σ ∗ such that the number of type C balls among its first l balls is at most
lα, and A achieves (1 − ε)2l on σ ∗ .
Next we show that the (expected) gain of A from the first l balls of σ ∗ is at most
√
2l(α + ε/α) = 4l ε. This simply follows from the observation that any ball of type
D that is assigned to y1 incurs a loss of α. Since the expected loss of the algorithm
is at most 2lε on σ ∗ , the expected number of type D balls assigned to y1 (in the
whole process) is no more than

2lε
.
α

We can upper-bound the (expected) gain of the

algorithm from the first l balls by lα + 2lε
+ lα, where the first term follows from the
α
upper-bound on the number of C balls, and the last term follows from the number of
D balls (that may possibly be) assigned to y2 .
It remains to construct the adversarial instance G0 together with the permutation
σ 0 . G0 has the same set of bins, while X 0 is the union of the first l balls of σ ∗ with
l/α dummy balls (a dummy ball has zero weight in both of the bins). We construct
σ 0 by preserving the first l balls of σ ∗ , filling the rest with the dummy balls (i.e.,
xσ0 (i) = xσ∗ (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l). First, observe that the optimum solution in G0 achieves
a matching of weight l simply by assigning all of the first l balls to y1 . On the other
√
hand, as we proved the (expected) gain of the algorithm A is no more than 4l ε on
G0 . Therefore, the competitive ratio of A in this adversarial instance is no more than
√
4 ε.
The following corollary can be proved simply by choosing δ small enough in Theorem 2.5.1:
Corollary 2.5.3. For any constant ε > 0, any algorithm that achieves a competitive
√
ratio of 1 − ε in the random arrival model does not achieve strictly better than 4 ε
in the adversarial model. In particular, it implies that any algorithm that achieves
a competitive ratio of 1 −

1
e

in the adversarial model does not achieve strictly better
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than 0.976 in the random order model.
It is also worth noting that Weighted-Balance achieves at least 0.89 competitive
ratio in the random arrival model for Example 2.5.2, and the worst case happens for
α ≈ 0.48. Next we present a family of examples where the Weighted-Balance does
not achieve a factor better than 0.81 in the random arrival model.
Example 2.5.4. Fix a large enough integer n > 0, and α < 1; again let Y := {y1 , y2 }
with capacities c1 = n, and c2 = n2 . Let X be a union of n identical balls each of
weight 1 for y1 and α for y2 .
Lemma 2.5.5. For a sufficiently large n, and a particularly chosen α > 0, the
competitive ratio of the Weighted-Balance in the random arrival model for Example
2.5.4 is no more than 0.81.
Proof. First observe that the optimum solution achieves a matching of weight n simply by assigning all balls to y1 . Intuitively, Weighted-Balance starts with the same
strategy, but after partially saturating y1 , it sends the rest to y2 (note that each ball
that is sent to y2 incurs a loss of 1 − α to the algorithm). Recall that r1 (n) is the
ratio of y1 at the end of the algorithm. The lemma essentially follows from upperbounding r1 (n) by 1 + 1/n + ln(1 − α(1 − e1/n−1 )). Since the algorithm achieves a
matching of weight exactly r1 (n)n + (1 − r1 (n))nα, and OPT = n, the competitive
ratio is r1 (n) + (1 − r1 (n))α. By optimizing over α, one can show that the minimum
competitive ratio is no more than 0.81, and it is achieved by choosing α ' 0.55.
It remains to show that r1 (n) ≤ 1 + 1/n + ln(1 − α(1 − e1/n−1 )). Let t be the last
time where a ball is assigned to y1 (i.e., r1 (t − 1) + 1/n = r1 (t) = r1 (n)). Since the
ball at time t is assigned to y1 , we have
1
1 · fw (r1 (t − 1)) ≥ α · fw (r2 (t − 1)) ≥ α · fw ( ),
n
where the last inequality follows by the fact that the ratio of the second bin can
not be more than α · n/c2 < 1/n, and fw (.) is a non-increasing function of the
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ratios. Using fw (r) = 1 − er−1 , and r1 (t − 1) + 1/n = r1 (n) we obtain that r1 (n) ≤
1 + 1/n + ln(1 − α(1 − e1/n−1 )).

2.6

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the related works that are not mentioned at the beginning
of Chapter 2. For unweighted graphs, it has been recently observed that the KarpVazirani-Vazirani 1 − 1e -competitive algorithm for the adversarial model also achieves
an improved approximation ratio of 0.70 in the random arrival model [55, 64]. This
holds even without the assumption of large degrees. It is known that without this
assumption, one cannot achieve an approximation factor better than 0.82 for this
problem (even in the case of iid with known distributions) [66]. This is in contrast
with our result for unweighted graphs with large degrees.
Online budgeted allocation and its generalizations appear in two main categories
of online advertising: AdWords (AW) problem [65, 18, 23], and the Display Ads
Allocation (DA) problem [33, 34, 2, 76]. In both of these problems, the publisher
must assign online page-views (or impressions) to an inventory of ads, optimizing
efficiency or revenue of the allocation while respecting pre-specified contracts. In the
DA problem, given a set of m advertisers with a set Sj of eligible impressions and
demand of at most n(j) impressions, the publisher must allocate a set of n impressions
that arrive online. Each impression i has value wij ≥ 0 for advertiser j. The goal
of the publisher is to assign each impression to one advertiser maximizing the value
of all the assigned impressions. The adversarial online DA problem has been studied
in [33] in which the authors present a 1− 1e -competitive algorithm for the DA problem
under a free disposal assumption for graphs of large degrees. This result generalizes
the 1 − 1e -approximation algorithm by Mehta et al [65] and by Buchbinder et. al. [18].
Following a training-based dual algorithm by Devanur and Hayes [23] for the AW
problem, training-based (1 − ε)-competitive algorithms have been developed for the
DA problem and its generalization to packing linear programs [34, 76, 2] including
the DA problem. These papers develop a (1 − ε)-competitive algorithm for online
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stochastic packing problems in which

OPT
wij

n
) (or
≥ O( m log
ε3

OPT
wij

n
) applying
≥ O( m log
ε2

the technique of [2]) and the demand of each advertiser is large, in the random-order
and the i.i.d model. Although studying a similar set of problems, none of the above
papers study the simultaneous approximations for adversarial and stochastic models,
and the dual-based 1 − ε-competitive algorithms for the stochastic variants do not
provide a bounded competitive ratio in the adversarial model.
Dealing with traffic spikes and inaccuracy in forecasting the traffic patterns is a
central issue in operations research and stochastic optimization. Various methodologies such as robust or control-based stochastic optimization [13, 14, 79, 74] have
been proposed. These techniques either try to deal with a larger family of stochastic
models at once [13, 14, 79], try to handle a large class of demand matrices at the
same time [79, 4, 6], or aim to design asymptotically optimal algorithms that react
more adaptively to traffic spikes [74]. These methods have been applied in particular
for traffic engineering [79] and inter-domain routing [4, 6]. Although dealing with
similar issues, our approach and results are quite different from the approaches taken
in these papers. Finally, an interesting related model for combining stochastic and
online solutions for the Adwords problem is considered in [63], however their approach
does not give an improved approximation algorithm for the iid model.
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Chapter 3
Bicriteria Online Matching:
Maximizing Weight and
Cardinality
In the past decade, there has been much progress in designing better algorithms for
online matching problems. This line of research has been inspired by interesting combinatorial techniques that are applicable in this setting, and by online ad allocation
problems. For example, the display advertising problem has been modeled as maximizing the weight of an online matching instance [35, 34, 25, 15, 24]. While weight is
indeed important, this model ignores the fact that cardinality of the matching is also
crucial in the display ad application. This example illustrates the fact that in many
real applications of online allocation, one needs to optimize multiple objective functions, though most of the previous work in this area deals with only a single objective
function. On the other hand, there is a large body of work exploring offline multiobjective optimization in the approximation algorithms literature. In this chapter, we
focus on simultaneously maximizing online two objectives which have been studied
extensively in matching problems: cardinality and weight. Besides being a natural
mathematical problem, this is motivated by online display advertising applications.
Applications in Display Advertising. In online display advertising, advertisers
typically purchase bundles of millions of display ad impressions from web publishers.
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Display ad serving systems that assign ads to pages on behalf of publishers must
satisfy the contracts with advertisers, respecting targeting criteria and delivery goals.
Modulo this, publishers try to allocate ads intelligently to maximize overall quality
(measured, for example, by clicks), and therefore a desirable property of an ad serving system is to maximize this quality while satisfying the contracts to deliver the
purchased number n(a) impressions to advertiser a. This has been modeled in the
literature (e.g., [35, 2, 76, 25, 15, 24]) as an online allocation problem, where quality
is represented by edge weights, and contracts are enforced by overall delivery goals:
While trying to maximize the weight of the allocation, the ad serving systems should
deliver n(a) impressions to advertiser a. However, online algorithms with adversarial
input cannot guarantee the delivery of n(a) impressions, and hence the goals n(a)
were previously modeled as upper bounds. But maximizing the cardinality subject to
these upper bounds is identical to delivering as close to the targets as possible. This
motivates our model of the display ad problem as simultaneously maximizing weight
and cardinality.
Problem Formulation. More specifically, we study the following bicriteria online
matching problem: consider a set of bins (also referred to as fixed nodes, or ads) A
with capacity constraints n(a) > 0, and a set of online items (referred to as online
nodes, or impressions or pageviews) I arriving one by one. Upon arrival of an online
item i, a set Si of eligible bins (fixed node neighbors) for the item is revealed, together
with a weight wia for eligible bin a ∈ Si . The problem is to assign each item i to an
eligible bin in Si or discard it online, while respecting the capacity constraints, so bin
a gets at most n(a) online items. The goal is to maximize both the cardinality of the
allocation (i.e. the total number of assigned items) and the sum of the weights of the
allocated online items.
It was shown in [35] that achieving any positive approximation guarantee for the
total weight of the allocation requires the free disposal assumption, i.e. that there is no
penalty for assigning more online nodes to a bin than its capacity, though these extra
nodes do not count towards the objective. In the advertising application, this means
that in the presence of a contract for n(a) impressions, advertisers are only pleased by
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– or at least indifferent to – getting more than n(a) impressions. More specifically, if a
set I a of online items are assigned to each bin a, and I a (k) denotes the set of k online
nodes with maximum weight in I a , the goal is to simultaneously maximize cardinality
P
P
P
which is a∈A min(|I a |, n(a)), and total weight which is a∈A i∈I a (n(a)) wia .
Throughout this chapter, we use Wopt to denote the maximum weight matching,
and overload this notation to also refer to the weight of this matching. Similarly, we
use Copt to denote both the maximum cardinality matching and its cardinality. Note
that Copt and Wopt may be distinct matchings. We aim to find (α, β)-approximations
for the bicriteria online matching problem: These are matchings with weight at least
αWopt and cardinality at least βCopt . Our approach is to study parametrized approximation algorithms that allow a smooth tradeoff curve between the two objectives,
and prove both approximation and hardness results in this framework. As an offline
problem, the above bicriteria problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time,
i.e., one can check if there exists an assignment of cardinality c and weight w respecting capacity constraints. (One can verify this by observing that the integer linear
programming formulation for the offline problem is totally unimodular, and therefore
the problem can be solved by solving the corresponding LP relaxation.) However in
the online competitive setting, even maximizing one of these two objectives does not
admit better than a 1 − 1/e approximation [56]. A naive greedy algorithm gives a
1
-approximation
2

for maximizing a single objective, either for cardinality or for total

weight under the free disposal assumption.

3.1

Results and Techniques

The seminal result of Karp, Vazirani and Vazirani [56] gives a simple randomized (1−
1/e)-competitive algorithm for maximizing cardinality. For the weight objective, no
algorithm better than the greedy 1/2-approximation is known, but for the case of large
capacities, a 1 − 1/e-approximation has been developed [35] following the primal-dual
analysis framework of Buchbinder et al. [18, 65]. Using these results, one can easily
get a ( p2 , (1−p)(1− 1e ))-approximation for the bicriteria online matching problem with
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small capacities, and a p(1 − 1e ), (1 − p)(1 − 1e ) -approximation for large capacities.
These factors are achieved by applying the online algorithm for weight, WeightAlg, and
the online algorithm for cardinality, CardinalityAlg, as subroutines as follows: When
an online item arrives, pass it to WeightAlg with probability p, and CardinalityAlg with
probability 1 − p. As for a hardness result, it is easy to show that an approximation
factor better than (α, 1 − α) is not achievable for any α > 0. There is a large gap
between the above approximation factors and hardness results. For example, the
naive algorithm gives a (0.4(1 − 1/e), 0.6(1 − 1/e)) ≈ (0.25, 0.38)-approximation, but
the hardness result does not preclude a (0.4, 0.6)-approximation. In this chapter, we
tighten the gap between these lower and upper bounds, and present new tradeoff
curves for both algorithms and hardness results. Our lower and upper bound results
are summarized in Figure 3-1. For the case of large capacities, these upper and lower
bound curves are always close (with a maximum vertical gap of 9%), and exactly
coincide at the point (0.43, 0.43).
We first describe our hardness results. In fact, we prove three separate inapproximability results which can be combined to yield a ‘hardness curve’ for the problem.
The first result gives better upper bounds for large values of β; this is based on
structural properties of matchings, proving some invariants for any online algorithm
on a family of instances, and writing a factor-revealing mathematical program (see
Section 3.2.1). The second main result is an improved upper bound for large values
of α, and is based on a new family of instances for which achieving a large value for
α implies very small values of β (see Section 3.2.2). Finally, we show that for any
achievable (α, β), we have α + β ≤ 1 −

1
e2

(see Theorem 3.2.2).

These hardness results show the limit of what can be achieved in this model. We
next turn to algorithms, to see how close we can come to these limits. The key to our
new algorithmic results lies in the fact that though each subroutine WeightAlg and
CardinalityAlg only receives a fraction of the online items, it can use the entire set of
bins. This may result in both subroutines filling up a bin, but if WeightAlg places t
items in a bin, we can discard t of the items placed there by CardinalityAlg and still
get at least the cardinality obtained by CardinalityAlg and the weight obtained by
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Figure 3-1: New curves for upper and lower bounds.
WeightAlg. Each subroutine therefore has access to the entire bin capacity, which is
more than it ‘needs’ for those items passed to it. Thus, its competitive ratio can be
made better than 1 − 1/e. For large capacities, we prove the following theorem by
extending the primal-dual analysis of Buchbinder et al. and Feldman et al. [35, 65,
18].
Theorem 3.1.1. For all 0 < p < 1, there is an algorithm for the bicriteria online

1
1
matching problem with competitive ratios tending to p(1 − e1/p
), (1 − p)(1 − e1/(1−p)
)
as mina {n(a)} tends to infinity.
For small capacities, our result is more technical and is based on studying structural properties of matchings, proving invariants for our online algorithm over any
instance, and solving a factor-revealing LP that combines these new invariants and
previously known combinatorial techniques by Karp, Vazirani, Vazirani, and Birnbaum and Mathieu [56, 17]. Factor revealing LPs have been used in the context of
online allocation problems [65, 64]. In our setting, we need to prove new variants
and introduce new inequalities to take into account and analyze the tradeoff between
the two objective functions. This result can also be parametrized by p, the fraction
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of items sent to WeightAlg, but we do not have a closed form expression. Hence, we
state the result for p = 1/2.
Theorem 3.1.2. For all 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, the approximation guarantee of our algorithm
for the bicriteria online matching problem is lower bounded by the green curve of
Figure 3-1. In particular, for p = 1/2, we have the point (1/3, 0.3698).
Related Work. Our work is related to online ad allocation problems, including
the Display Ads Allocation (DA) problem [35, 34, 2, 76], and the AdWords (AW)
problem [65, 23]. In both of these problems, the publisher must assign online impressions to an inventory of ads, optimizing efficiency or revenue of the allocation
while respecting pre-specified contracts. The Display Ad (DA) problem is the online
matching problem described above only considering the weight objective [35, 15, 24].
In the AdWords (AW) problem, the publisher allocates impressions resulting from
search queries. Advertiser a has a budget B(a) on the total spend instead of a bound
n(a) on the number of impressions. Assigning impression i to advertiser a consumes
wia units of a’s budget instead of 1 of the n(a) slots, as in the DA problem. For both
of these problems, 1 − 1e -approximation algorithms have been designed under the assumption of large capacities [65, 18, 35]. None of the above papers for the adversarial
model study multiple objectives at the same time.
Besides the adversarial model studied in this chapter, online ad allocations have
been studied extensively in various stochastic models. In particular, the problem
has been studied in the random order model, where impressions arrive in a random
order [23, 34, 2, 76, 55, 64, 67]; and the iid model in which impressions arrive iid according to a known (or unknown) distribution [36, 66, 46, 25, 26]. In such stochastic
settings, primal and dual techniques have been applied to getting improved approximation algorithms. These techniques are based on computing offline optimal primal
or dual solutions of an expected instance, and using this solution online [36, 23]. It is
not hard to generalize these techniques to the bicritera online matching problem. In
this chapter, we focus on the adversarial model. Note that in order to deal with traffic
spikes, adversarial competitive analysis is important from a practical perspective, as
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discussed in [67].
Most previous work on online problems with multiple objectives has been in the
domain of routing and scheduling, and with different models. Typically, goals are to
maximize throughput and fairness; see the work of Goel et al. [43, 42], Buchbinder
and Naor [19], and Wang et al. [78]. In this literature, different objectives often come
from applying different functions on the same set of inputs, such as processing times
or bandwidth allocations. In a model more similar to ours, Bilò et al. [16] consider
scheduling where each job has two different and unrelated requirements, processing
time and memory; the goal is to minimize makespan while also minimizing maximum
memory requirements on each machine. In another problem with distinct metrics,
Flammini and Nicosia [38] consider the k-server problem with a distance metric and
time metric defined on the set of service locations. However, unlike our algorithms,
theirs do not compete simultaneously against the best solution for each objective;
instead, they compete against offline solutions that must simultaneously do well on
both objectives. Further, the competitive ratio depends on the relative values of the
two objectives. Such results are of limited use in advertising applications, for instance,
where click-through rates per impression may vary by several orders of magnitude.

3.2

Hardness Instances

In this section for any 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 − 1/e, we prove upper bounds on β such that the bicriteria online matching problem admits an (α, β)-approximation. Note that it is not
possible to achieve α-approximation guarantee for the total weight of the allocation
for any α > 1 − 1/e. We have two types of techniques to achieve upper bounds: a)
Factor-Revealing Linear Programs, b) Super Exponential Weights Instances, which
are discussed in Subsections 3.2.1, and 3.2.2 respectively. Factor revealing LP hardness instances give us the red upper bound curve in Figure 3-1. The orange upper
bound curve in Figure 3-1 is proved by Super Exponential Weights Instances presented in Subsection 3.2.2, and the black upper bound line in Figure 3-1 is proved in
Theorem 3.2.2.
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3.2.1

Better Upper Bounds via Factor-Revealing Linear Programs

We construct an instance, and a linear program LPα,β based on the instance where
α and β are two parameters in the linear program. We prove that if there exists an
(α, β)-approximation for the bicriteria online matching problem, we can find a feasible
solution for LPα,β based on the algorithm’s allocation for the generated instance.
Finally we find out for which pairs (α, β) the linear program LPα,β is infeasible.
These pairs (α, β) are upper bounds for the bicriteria online matching problem.
For any two integers C, l, and some large weight W  4l2 , we construct the
instance as follows. We have l phases, and each phase consists of l sets of C identical
items, i.e. l2 C items in total. For any 1 ≤ t, i ≤ l, we define Ot,i to be the set i in
phase t that has C identical items. In each phase, we observe the sets of items in
increasing order of i. There are two types of bins: a) l weight bins b1 , b2 , · · · , bl which
are shared between different phases, b) l2 cardinality bins {b0t,i }1≤t,i≤l . For each phase
1 ≤ t ≤ l, we have l separate bins {b0t,i }1≤i≤l . The capacity of all bins is C. We pick
two permutations πt , σt ∈ Sn uniformly at random at the beginning of each phase t
to construct edges. We note that these permutations are private knowledge, and they
are not revealed to the algorithm. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l, we put an edge between
every item in set Ot,i and bin b0t,σt (j) with weight 1 where σt (j) is the jth number in
permutation σt . We also put an edge between every item in set Ot,i and bin bπt (j) (for
each j ≥ i) with weight W t .
Suppose there exists an (α, β)-approximation algorithm Aα,β for the bicriteria online matching problem. For any 1 ≤ t, i ≤ l, let xt,i be the expected number of items
in set Ot,i that algorithm Aα,β assigns to weight bins {bπt (j) }lj=i . Similarly we define
yt,i to be the expected number of items in set Ot,i that algorithm Aα,β assigns to cardinality bins {b0t,σt (j) }lj=i . We know that when set Ot,i arrives, although the algorithm
can distinguish between weight and cardinality bins, it sees no difference between
the weight bins {bπt (j) }lj=i , and no difference between the cardinality bins {b0t,σt (j) }lj=i .
By uniform selection of π and σ, we ensure that in expectation the xt,i items are
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allocated equally to weight bins {bπt (j) }lj=i , and the yt,i items are allocated equally
to cardinality bins {b0t,σt (j) }lj=i . In other words, for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l, in expectation
xt,i /(l − i + 1) and yt,i /(l − i + 1) items of set Ot,i is allocated to bins bπt (j) and b0t,σt (j) ,
respectively. It is worth noting that similar ideas have been used in previous papers
on online matching [56, 17].
Since weights of all edges to cardinality bins are 1, we can assume that the items
assigned to cardinality bins are kept until the end of the algorithm, and they will not
be thrown away. We can similarly say that the weights of all items for weight bins
is the same in a single phase, so we can assume that an item that has been assigned
to some weight bin in a phase will not be thrown away at least until the end of the
phase. However, the algorithm might use the free disposal assumption for weight
bins in different phases. We have the following capacity constraints on bins bπt (j) and
b0t,σt (j) :

∀1 ≤ t, j ≤ l:

Pj

i=1 xt,i /(l − i + 1) ≤ C

&

Pj

i=1

yt,i /(l − i + 1) ≤ C.

(3.1)

At any stage of phase t, the total weight assigned by the algorithm cannot be
less than α times the optimal weight allocation up to that stage, or we would not
have weight αWopt if the input stopped at this point. After set Ot,i arrives, the
maximum weight allocation achieves at least total weight CiW t which is achieved by
assigning items in set Ot,i0 to weight bin bπt (i0 ) for each 1 ≤ i0 ≤ i. On the other
hand, the expected weight in allocation of algorithm Aα,β is at most C(tl + W t−1 l) +
√
P
P
W t ii0 =1 xt,i0 ≤ W t (C/ W + ii0 =1 xt,i0 ). Therefore we have the following inequality
for any 1 ≤ t, i ≤ l:
i
X

√
xt,i0 /C ≥ αi − 1/ W .

(3.2)

i0 =1

We prove in Lemma 3.2.1 that the linear program LPα,β is feasible if there exists
P
P
an algorithm Aα,β by defining pi = lt=1 xt,i /lC, and qi = lt=1 yt,i /lC. Now for any
α, we can find the maximum β for which the LPα,β has some feasible solution for
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large values of l and W . These factor-revealing linear programs yield the red upper
bound curve in Figure 3-1.
LPα,β
C1:
C2:
C3:
C4:
C5:

Pi
p0
Pil0 =1 i
i=1 qi
pi + qi
Pj
pi /(l − i + 1)
Pi=1
j
i=1 qi /(l − i + 1)

≥
≥
≤
≤
≤

√
αi − 1/ W
lβ − 1
1
1
1

∀1 ≤ i ≤ l
∀1 ≤ i ≤ l
∀1 ≤ j ≤ l
∀1 ≤ j ≤ l

Lemma 3.2.1. If there exists an (α, β)-approximation algorithm for the bicriteria
online matching problem, there exists a feasible solution for LPα,β as well.
Proof. We claim that the values pi =

Pl

t=1

xt,i /lC, and qi =

Pl

t=1

yt,i /lC form a

feasible solution for LPα,β . Intuitively, pi and qi are the average values of xt,i /C
and yt,i /C in the l different phases. Since we have inequality 3.2 for each value of t,
their average values also admit the same type of inequlity which is constraint C1 in
LPα,β . To prove that constraint C2 holds, we should look at the total cardinality of
algorithm’s allocation in all phases. The optimal cardinality allocation is to assign
set Ot,i to b0t,σt (i) for all 1 ≤ t, i ≤ l which assigns all items and achieves l2 C in
cardinality. But algorithm Aα,β assigns at most lC items to weight bins at the end
P
(after applying free disposals), and 1≤t,i≤l yt,i items to cardinality bins. Since it is a
P
β-approximation for cardinality, we should have that 1≤t,i≤l yt,i + lC ≥ l2 Cβ. Based
on definition of {qi }li=1 , this inequality is equivalent to constraint C2. Constraint C3
holds because the expected total number of the items the algorithm assigns from each
set to weight and cardinality bins can not be more than C, the number of items in
the set. Constraints C4 and C5 are derived from inequalities of Equation 3.1.
In addition to computational bounds for infeasibility of certain (α, β) pairs, we
can theoretically prove in Theorem 3.2.2 that for any (α, β) with α + β > 1 − 1/e2 ,
the LPα,β is infeasible so there exists no (α, β) approximation for the problem. We
note that Theorem 3.2.2 is a simple generalization of the 1 − 1/e hardness result for
the classic online matching problem [56, 17].
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Theorem 3.2.2. For any small ε > 0, and α + β ≥ 1 − 1/e2 + ε, there exists no
(α, β)-approximation algorithm for the bicriteria matching problem.
Proof. We just need to show that LPα,β is infeasible. Given a solution of LPα,β , we
find a feasible solution for LPε0 defined below by setting ri = pi + qi for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
LPε0

Pl

i=1 ri

ri
Pj

i=1 ri /(l − i + 1)

≥ (1 − 1/e2 + ε/2)l
≤ 1
≤ 2

∀1 ≤ i ≤ l
∀1 ≤ j ≤ l

The first inequality in LPε0 is implied by summing up the constraint C1 for i = l,
and constraint C2 in LPα,β , and also using the fact that α+β ≥ (1−1/e2 +ε/2)+ε/2.
We note that the ε/2 difference between the α + β and 1 − 1/e2 + ε/2 takes care of
√
−1/ W and −1 in the right hand sides of constraints C1 and C2 for large enough
values of l and W . Now we prove that LPε0 is infeasible for any ε > 0 and large
enough l. Suppose there exists a feasible solution r1 , r2 , · · · , rn . For any pair 1 ≤
i < j ≤ n, if we have ri < 1 and rj > 0, we update the values of ri and rj to
rinew = ri + min{1 − ri , rj }, and rjnew = rj − min{1 − ri , rj }. Since we are moving the
same amount from rj to ri (for some i < j), all constraints still hold. If we do this
operation iteratively until there is no pair ri and rj with the above properties, we reach
a solution {ri0 }li=1 of this form: 1, 1, · · · , 1, x, 0, 0, · · · , 0 for some 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Let t be
the maximum index for which rt0 is 1. Using the third inequality for j = l, we have that
Pt
i=1 1/(l −i+1) ≤ 2 which means that ln (l/(l − t + 1)) ≤ 2. So t is not greater than
P
l(1−1/e2 ), and consequently li=1 ri0 ≤ t+1 ≤ (1−1/e2 )l+1 < (1−1/e2 +ε/2)l. This
contradiction proves that LPε0 is infeasible which completes the proof of theorem.

3.2.2

Hardness Results for Large Values of Weight Approximation Factor

The factor-revealing linear program LPα,β gives almost tight bounds for small values
of α. In particular, the gap between the the upper and lower bounds for the cardinality
approximation ratio β is less than 0.025 for α ≤ (1 − 1/e2 )/2. But for large values
of α (α > (1 − 1/e2 )/2), this approach does not give anything better than the α +
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β ≤ 1 − 1/e2 bound proved in Theorem 3.2.2 . This leaves a maximum gap of
1/e − 1/e2 ≈ 0.23 between the upper and lower bounds at α = 1 − 1/e. In order to
close the gap at α = 1 − 1/e, we present a different analysis based on a new set of
instances, and reduce the maximum gap between lower and upper bounds from 0.23
to less than 0.09 for all values of α ≥ (1 − 1/e2 )/2.
The main idea is to construct a hardness instance Iγ for any 1/e ≤ γ < 1, and
prove that for any 0 ≤ p ≤ 1−γ, the pair (1−1/e−f (p), p/(1−γ)) is an upper bound
on (α, β) where f (p) is

p
.
e(γ+p)

In other words, there exists no (α, β)-approximation

algorithm for this problem with both α > 1 − 1/e − f (p) and β > p/(1 − γ). By
enumerating different pairs of γ and p, we find the orange upper bound curve in
Figure 3-1.
For any γ ≥ 1/e, we construct instance Iγ as follows: The instance is identical to
the hardness instance in Subsection 3.2.1, but we change some of the edge weights. To
keep the description short, we only describe the edges with modified weights here. Let
r be b0.5 log1/γ lc. In each phase 1 ≤ t ≤ l, we partition the l sets of items {Ot,i }li=1
into r groups. The first l(1 − γ) sets are in the first group. From the remaining γl
sets, we put the first (1 − γ) fraction in the second group and so on. Formally, we
put set Ot,i in group 1 ≤ z < r for any i ∈ [l − lγ z−1 + 1, l − lγ z ]. Group r of phase t
contains the last lγ r−1 sets of items in phase t. The weight of all edges from sets of
items in group z in phase t is W (t−1)r+z for any 1 ≤ z ≤ r and 1 ≤ t ≤ l.
Given an (α, β)-approximation algorithm Aα,β , we similarly define xt,i and yt,i to
be the expected number of items from set Ot,i assigned to weight and cardinality bins
by algorithm Aα,β respectively. We show in the following lemma that in order to have
a high α, the algorithm should allocate a large fraction of sets of items in each group
to the weight bins.
Lemma 3.2.3. For any phase 1 ≤ t ≤ l, and group 1 ≤ z < r, if the expected number
of items assigned to cardinality bins in group z of phase t is at least plCγ z−1 (which
is p times the number of all items in groups z, z + 1, · · · , r of phase t), the weight
approximation ratio cannot be greater than 1 − 1/e − f (p) where f (p) is
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p
.
e(γ+p)

Proof. We define w = W (t−1)r+z which is the weight of edges from items in group z
of phase t to weight bins. At the end of group z of phase t, we look at the expected
number of items allocated to cardinality bins in this group. If it is more than plCγ z−1 ,
we construct a new instance I 0 by changing the weights of the edges of the next items
as follows. Instance I 0 is identical to our instance Iγ up to the end of group z in
phase t. After this group, everything is identical to Iγ except the edge weights that
we change as follows. For every group r ≥ z 0 > z in phase t, instead of setting the
0

weights of edges between items and bins to W (t−1)r+z , we set them to the weights
of edges in group z to weight bins which is w = W (t−1)r+z . After phase t, we set
the weights of all edges from items in phases t + 1, t + 2, · · · , l to both weight and
cardinality bins to zero. Since our instance Iγ , and the new instance I 0 are identical
up to the end of group z of phase t, we know that the algorithm has the same expected
allocation up to that point for both instances.
To simplify notation in the rest of the proof, we rename the items in groups
z, z + 1, · · · , r of phase t, and their associated weight bins. We define l0 to be lγ z−1
which is the number of sets of items in groups z, z + 1, · · · , r of phase t. For any
1 ≤ i ≤ l0 , we let Oi0 to be the set of items Ot,l−l0 +i , and also let b00i to be the weight
bin bπt (l−l0 +i) . In instance I 0 , the optimum weight allocation is at least wl0 C which can
be achieved by assigning set of items Oi0 to weight bin b00i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l0 . We also
know that the weight any algorithm achieves in instance I 0 is from assigning these l0
items to the weight bins, because the total weights achieved before and after these l0
sets of items is negligible by the choice of large W . We define ri to be the fraction
0

of items in set Oi0 assigned to weight bins {b00j }lj=i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l0 . We want to
P
0
prove that if (1−γ)l
(1 − ri ) ≥ pl0 , the weight approximation ratio of the algorithm
i=1
is at most 1 − 1/e − f (p). We note that group z is the first 1 − γ fraction of these
l0 sets. We prove that even if the algorithm tries to allocate all items to weight bins
0

{b00i }li=1 , it cannot saturate more than 1 − 1/e fraction of these l0 weight bins in total.
Define rj0 to be the fraction of weight bin b00j which is filled with items {Oi0 }ji=1 for
any 1 ≤ j ≤ l0 . When set of items Oi0 arrive, the algorithm do not see any difference
0

between items {b00j }lj=i , and we choose their order to be a random permutation. So in
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expectation, the algorithm cannot saturate more than 1/(l0 − i + 1) fraction of bin b00j
with set Oi0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l0 . Therefore for any 1 ≤ j ≤ l0 , the fraction rj0 is
P
at most min{1, ji=1 1/(l0 − i + 1)}. Summing up these upper bounds for all l0 values
of j gives us (1 − 1/e)l0 upper bound when l0 goes to infinity. Applying the values of
0

ri ’s we get the following bound on the total filled fraction of weight bins {b00j }lj=1 :

0

l
X

0

rj0

≤

j=1

l
X

min{1,

j
X

0

ri /(l − i + 1)} =

i=1

j=1

0

l
X

0

min{1,

j=1

j
X

l
X

min{1,

i=1

1/(l0 − i + 1)}−

i=1

j=1

1/(l0 − i + 1)} − min{1,

j
X

j
X

!
ri /(l0 − i + 1)}

=

i=1
l0 (1−1/e)
0

(1 − 1/e)l −

j
X X
j=1

0

l
X
j=l0 (1−1/e)+1

max





(1 − ri )/(l0 − i + 1)−

i=1

l0 (1−1/e)

0,

X

(1 − ri )/(l0 − i + 1) −

j
X

ri0 /(l0 − i0 + 1)



i0 =l0 (1−1/e)+1

i=1




Now we want to upper bound the above expression by (1 − 1/e − f (p))l0 using
Pl0 (1−γ)
(1 − ri ) is at least pl0 . It is not hard to see that the above
the fact that i=1
expression is maximized when ri0 = 1 for any i0 > l0 (1 − γ). We also observe that
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l0 (1 − γ), the fraction 1 − ri which is the lack of contribution of
0

items in set Oi0 to the weight bins is distributed evenly between bins {bj }lj=i . For
the first l0 (1 − 1/e) bins, this lack will be counted for sure, but for other bins after
0

the threshold l0 (1 − 1/e), there is some chance that sets of items {Oi00 }li0 =l0 (1−1/e)+1
cover up for the lack of previous items, and their lacks will not be counted in the
sum. So the maximum of the above expression is achieved when the lacks are for bins
with higher indices, because this way the lack will be distributed more on the bins
after threshold l0 (1 − 1/e) and less before that. We conclude with the following upper
P0
bound on lj=1 rj0 inequality in which ri is zero for i ∈ [l0 (1 − γ − p), l0 (1 − γ)] and is
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1 for other values of i:

( pl0
)!
l0 /e
pl0
k
0
X
X
X
X
1
(k
+
l
(γ
−
1/e))
1
−
max 0,
−
(1−1/e)l0 −
0 γ)
0 + l 0 γ)
(k
+
l
(k
(l0 /e − k 00 + 1)
0
k=1
k=1
k =1
k00 =1
For large values of l and therefore l0 , we can write each sum in the above formula
in an integral form by defining variable x to be the index of each sum divided by l0 .
We will have the above formula equal to:


Z
l 1 − 1/e −

p

0

x=0

x + γ − 1/e
dx −
x+γ

Z

p∗

x=0



 
γ+p
1/e
ln(
) − ln(
) dx
γ
1/e − x



p
γ+p
1
γ ln(γ/((γ + p)e))
p+γ
)/e) −
ln(
) + (1 +
)
= l 1 − 1/e − (p − ln(
γ
e(γ + p)
γ
e
γ+p
0

= 1 − 1/e −

p
e(γ + p)

where p∗ is some fraction such that for x = p∗ we have that

γ+p
γ

=

1/e
.
1/e−x

In

other words, we should take the integral until the point that the maximum of zero
and the difference of the two summations becomes zero. Computing the integrals,
and summing them up gives us a simple formula 1 − 1/e − p/e(γ + p) for the above
expression.

We conclude this part with the main result of this subsection:
Theorem 3.2.4. For any small ε > 0, 1/e ≤ γ < 1, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1−γ, any algorithm
for bicriteria online matching problem with weight approximation guarantee, α, at
least 1 − 1/e − f (p) cannot have cardinality approximation guarantee, β, greater than
p/(1 − γ) + ε.
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Proof. Using Lemma 3.2.3, for any group 1 ≤ z < r in any phase 1 ≤ t ≤ l,
we know that at most p fraction of items are assigned to cardinality bins, because
1 − 1/e − f (p) is a strictly increasing function in p. Since in each phase the number of
items is decreasing with a factor of γ in consecutive groups, the total fraction of items
assigned to cardinality bins is at most p+pγ+pγ 2 +· · ·+pγ r−2 plus the fraction of items
assigned to cardinality in the last group r of phase t. Even if the algorithm assigns
all of group r to cardinality, it does not achieve more than fraction γ r−1 from these
items in each phase. Since the optimal cardinality algorithm can match all items,
the cardinality approximation guarantee is at most p(1 + γ + γ 2 + · · · + γ r−2 ) + γ r−1 .
For large enough l (and consequently large enough r), this sum is not more than
p/(1 − γ) + ε.
One way to compute the best values for p and γ corresponding to the best upper
bound curve is to solve some corresponding complex equations explicitly. Instead, we
compute these values numerically by trying different values of p and γ which, in turn,
yield the orange upper bound curve in Figure 3-1.

3.3

Algorithm for Large Capacities

We now turn to algorithms, to see how close one can come to matching the upper
bounds of the previous section. In this section, we assume that the capacity n(a) of
each bin a ∈ A is “large”, and give an algorithm with the guarantees in Theorem 3.1.1
as mina∈A n(a) → ∞.
Recall that our algorithm Alg uses two subroutines WeightAlg and CardinalityAlg,
each of which, if given an online item, suggests a bin to place it in. Each item
i is independently passed to WeightAlg with probability p and CardinalityAlg with
the remaining probability 1 − p. First note that CardinalityAlg and WeightAlg are
independent and unaware of each other; each of them thinks that the only items
which exist are those passed to it. This allows us to analyze the two subroutines
separately.
We now describe how Alg uses the subroutines. If WeightAlg suggests matching
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item i to a bin a, we match i to a. If a already has n(a) items assigned to it in total,
we remove any item assigned by CardinalityAlg arbitrarily; if all n(a) were assigned by
WeightAlg, we remove the item of lowest value for a. If CardinalityAlg suggests matching item i to a0 , we make this match unless a0 has already had at least n(a0 ) total items
assigned to it by both subroutines. In other words, the assignments of CardinalityAlg
might be thrown away by some assignments of WeightAlg; however, the total number
of items in a bin is always at least the the number assigned by CardinalityAlg. Items
assigned by WeightAlg are never thrown away due to CardinalityAlg; they may only
be replaced by later assignments of WeightAlg. Thus, we have proved the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.3.1. The weight and cardinality of the allocation of Alg are respectively at least as large as the weight of the allocation of WeightAlg and the cardinality
of the allocation of CardinalityAlg.
Note that the above proposition does not hold for any two arbitrary weight functions, and this is where we need one of the objectives to be cardinality. We now
describe WeightAlg and CardinalityAlg, and prove Theorem 3.1.1. WeightAlg is essentially the exponentially-weighted primal-dual algorithm from [35], which was shown
to achieve a 1 −

1
e

approximation for the weighted online matching problem with

large degrees. For completeness, we present the primal and dual LP relaxations for
weighted matching below, and then describe the algorithm. In the primal LP, for
each item i and bin a, variable xia denotes whether impression i is one of the n(a)
most valuable items for bin a.

max
P
a xia ≤
P
i xia ≤
xia ≥

Primal
P
i,a wia xia

Dual

P

(∀ i)

min

n(a)

(∀ a)

βa + zi ≥

wia

(∀i, a)

0

(∀ i, a)

βa , zi ≥

0

(∀i, a)

a

n(a)βa +

P

1

i zi

Following the techniques of Buchbinder et al. [18], the algorithm of [35] simultaneously maintains feasible solutions to both the primal and dual LPs. Each dual
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variable βa is initialized to 0. When item i arrives online:
• Assign i to the bin a0 = arg maxa {wia − βa }. (If this quantity is negative for all
a, discard i.)
• Set xia0 = 1. If a0 previously had n(a0 ) items assigned to it, set xi0 a0 = 0 for the
least valuable item i0 previously assigned to a0 .
• In the dual solution, set zi = wia0 − βa0 and update dual variable βa0 as described
below.
Definition 3.3.2 (Exponential Weighting). Let w1 , w2 , . . . wn(a) be the weights of the
n(a) items currently assigned to bin a, sorted in non-increasing order, and padded
with 0s if necessary.
Set βa =

1
p·n(a)·((1+1/p·n(a))n(a) −1)

Pn(a)
j=1



wj 1 +

1
p·n(a)

j−1

.

Lemma 3.3.3. If WeightAlg is the primal-dual algorithm, with dual variables βa
updated acccording to the exponential weighting rule defined above, the total weight
d


1
of the allocation of WeightAlg is at least p · 1 − k1 where k = 1 + p·d
, and d =
mina {n(a)}. Note that limd→∞ k = e1/p .
Before proving Lemma 3.3.3, we provide some brief intuition. If all items are
passed to WeightAlg, it was proved in [35] that the algorithm has competitive ratio
tending to 1−1/e as d = mina {n(a)} tends to ∞; this is the statement of Lemma 3.3.3
when p = 1. Now, suppose each item is passed to WeightAlg with probability p. The
expected value of the optimum matching induced by those items passed to WeightAlg
is at least p · Wopt , and this is nearly true (up to o(1) terms) even if we reduce the
capacity of each bin a to p·n(a). This follows since Wopt assigns at most n(a) items to
bin a, and as we are unlikely to sample more than p·n(a) of these items for the reduced
instance, we do not lose much by reducing capacities. But note that WeightAlg can
use the entire capacity n(a), while there is a solution of value close to pWopt even
with capacities p · n(a). This extra capacity allows an improved competitive ratio of
1−

1
,
e1/p

proving the lemma.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3.3. We construct a feasible dual solution as follows. Recall that
the dual LP has a variable βa for each bin a and zi for each online item i. Though
WeightAlg is unaware of items which are not passed to it, we maintain dual variables
for these items as well, purely for the purpose of analysis. Let S denote the set of
items passed to WeightAlg, and I − S those passed to CardinalityAlg. For ease of
d

1
1/p
notation, we use e to represent 1 + p·d where d = mina {n(a)}; as d tends to
infinity, the latter expression tends to e1/p .
For each item i, whether it is in S or not, we set zi = maxa {wia − βa }, or zi = 0 if
wia − βa is negative for each bin a. For those items i ∈ S, if zi is positive, we update
βa using the update rule of Definition 3.3.2. This gives a feasible solution to the dual
LP defined on the entire set of items (including those in I − S).
In the previous analysis of weighted online matching in [35], following previous
work of Buchbinder et al. [18], one shows a competitive ratio of 1 − 1/e by arguing
that the change in the primal is at least (1 − 1/e) times the change in the dual at
each step. Since we end with a feasible primal and dual, the total value obtained by
the algorithm (the value of the primal solution) is at least (1 − 1/e) · Wopt .
Here, however, we do not compare the change in the primal to the change in
the dual directly. This is because, when an item in I − S arrives, there is a change
in the dual, but perhaps no change in the primal as the item does not get passed
to WeightAlg. To deal with this, we introduce a new ‘reduced’ objective function
P
P
a∈A p · n(a)βa +
i∈S zi . We show that the change in primal is comparable to the
change in this new reduced objective. Though new reduced objective is not an upper
bound on the true optimal solution, it is not too difficult to see that it is at least
p · Wopt : For the terms involving variables βa , we have simply scaled by p, but the
reduced objective only includes the terms zi for i ∈ S; this latter difference in the
objectives requires some care.
First, though, we examine the relationship between the primal and the reduced
objective. Consider how these change when an item i is sent to WeightAlg. If i is
unassigned (if each wia − βa is non-positive), we have zi = 0 and no change in either
primal or dual. Otherwise, let a be the bin that item i is assigned to, and let v be
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the value of the currently lowest-valued item assigned to bin a. The change in the
primal is wia − v.
The change in the reduced objective is zi + p · n(a) times the change in βa . Let
βn , βo represent the new and old values of βa respectively. We assume that i now
becomes the most valuable item for bin a.1 Then, from the definition of our update
rule for βa , we have:

βn = 1 +

1
p · n(a)


βo +

wia
v · e1/p
−
(p · n(a))(e1/p − 1) (p · n(a))(e1/p − 1)

Overall, then, the change in the reduced objective is:
v · e1/p
wia
− 1/p
(wia − βo ) + βo + 1/p
e −1 e −1
wia
v · e1/p
wia + 1/p
−
e − 1 e1/p − 1
 1/p 
e
(wia − v) ·
e1/p − 1


1
(wia − v) / 1 − 1/p
e


zi + p · n(a) (βn − βo ) =
=
=
=



Since the change in the primal is wia − v, we have that the change in the primal
is at least 1 − 1/e1/p times the change in the reduced objective. It remains only to
argue that the reduced objective is, in expectation, at least p times the original dual
P
P
objective. Recall that the reduced objective is a∈A p · n(a)βa + i∈S zi , while the
P
P
original dual objective is a∈A n(a)βa + i∈I zi .
The terms involving βa are simply scaled by p in the reduced objective, so for
every run of the algorithm, the contribution of these terms to the reduced objective is
exactly p times that to the original dual objective. However, of the terms involving zi s,
the reduced objective only includes a subset which depends on which items are selected
for S. As each item is selected for S with probability p independently, we would like to
P
P
conclude that in expectation (though clearly not in every run), i∈S zi = p i∈I zi .
1

It is easy to observe that this is the worst case for our algorithm, as this gives the maximum
increase in the dual; see [35].
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However, the value of zi depends on the random allocation of items to S, since it
depends on each βa at the time item i arrives, and each βa is affected only by those
items in S. Still, it is possible to use linearity of expectation since zi is not a function
of whether i itself is assigned to S (in all cases, zi = wia −βa ), only a function of which
previous items were assigned to S. Thus, the expected contribution of each item to
the reduced objective is exactly p times its expected contribution to the original dual
objective; this can be verified by some straightforward algebra which we omit.
Algorithm CardinalityAlg is identical to WeightAlg, except that it assumes all items
have weight 1 for each bin. Since items are assigned to CardinalityAlg with probability
1 − p, Lemma 3.3.3 implies the following corollary. This concludes the proof of
Theorem 3.1.1.
Corollary 3.3.4. The total cardinality of the allocation of CardinalityAlg is at least

d

1
(1−p)· 1 − k1 , where k = 1 + (1−p)·d
, and d = mina {n(a)}. Note that limd→∞ k =
e1/(1−p) .

3.4

Algorithm for Small Capacities

We now consider algorithms for the case when the capacities of bins are not large.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the capacity of each bin is one, because
we can think about a bin with capacity c as c identical bins with capacity one. So we
have a set A of bins each with capacity one, and a set of items I arriving online. As
before, we use two subroutines WeightAlg and CardinalityAlg, but the algorithms are
slightly different from those in the previous section.
In WeightAlg, we match item i (that has been passed to WeightAlg) to the bin that
maximizes its marginal value. Formally we match i to bin a = arg maxa∈A (wi,a −wi0 ,a )
where i0 is the last item assigned to a before item i.
In CardinalityAlg, we run the RANKING algorithm presented in [56].

So

CardinalityAlg chooses a permutation π uniformly at random on the set of bins A,
assigns an item i (that has been passed to it) to the bin a that is available, has the
minimum rank in π, and there is also an edge between i and a.
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3.4.1

Lower Bounding the Weight Approximation Ratio

Let n = |I| be the number of items. We denote the ith arrived item by i. Let ai
be the bin that i is matched to in Wopt for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. One can assume that
all unmatched items in the optimum weight allocation are matched with zero-weight
P
edges to an imaginary bin. So Wopt is equal to ni=1 wi,ai . Let S be the set of items
that have been passed to WeightAlg. If WeightAlg matches item i to bin aj for some
j > i, we call this a forwarding allocation (edge) because item j (the match of aj in
Wopt ) has not arrived yet. We call it a selected forwarding edge if j ∈ S. We define
the marginal value of assigning item i to bin a to be wia minus the value of any item
previously assigned to a.
Lemma 3.4.1. The weight of the allocation of WeightAlg is at least (p/(p + 1))Wopt .
Proof. Each forwarding edge will be a selected forwarding edge with probability p
because P r[j ∈ S] is p for any j ∈ I. Let F be the total weight of forwarding edges
of WeightAlg, where by weight of a forwarding edge, we mean its marginal value (not
the actual weight of the edge). Similarly, we define Fs to be the sum of marginal
values of selected forwarding edges. We have the simple equality that the expected
value of F , E(F ), is E(Fs )/p. We define W 0 and Ws to be the total marginal values
P
of allocation of WeightAlg, and the sum i∈S wi,ai . We know that E(Ws ) is pWopt
because P r[i ∈ S] is p. We prove that W 0 is at least Ws − Fs .
For every item i that has been selected to be matched by WeightAlg, we get at
least marginal value wi,ai minus the sum of all marginal values of items that have been
assigned to bin a by WeightAlg up to now. If we sum up all these lower bounds on our
P
gains for all selected items, we get Ws (= i∈S wi,ai ) minus the sum of all marginal
values of items that has been assigned to ai before item i arrives for all i ∈ S. The
latter part is exactly the definition of Fs . Therefore W 0 is at least Ws − Fs . We
also know that W 0 ≥ F . Using E[F ] ≥ E[Fs ]/p, we have that E(W 0 ) is at least
E(Ws ) − pE(W 0 ), and this yields the p/(p + 1) approximation factor.
Corollary 3.4.2. The weight and cardinality approximation guarantees of Alg are
at least p/(p + 1) and (1 − p)/(1 − p + 1) respectively.
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3.4.2

Factor Revealing Linear Program for CardinalityAlg

Our goal in this subsection is to prove an approximation factor for CardinalityAlg better
than the (1 − p)/(1 − p + 1) bound of Theorem 3.1.2 by formulating a factor-revealing
LP that lower bounds it.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2.

We prove that the cardinality approximation ratio of

CardinalityAlg is lower bounded by the solution of the linear program LPk shown
below for any positive integer k. We state the proof and the linear program LPk for
the simpler case of p = 1/2, and show the necessary changes for general p ∈ [0, 1]
at the end of the proof. Before showing how this LP lower bounds the cardinality
approximation factor, we note that the first three lines of constraints in LPk hold for
the weighted version and in fact give us the 1/3 lower bound. The last inequality is
specific to cardinality and makes an improvement on the lower bound from 1/3 to
almost 0.37.
Minimize:
β
∀1 < i ≤ k: si ≥ si−1
∀1 ≤ i ≤ k: ti ≥ ti−1
β ≥ sk + tk
∀1 < i ≤ k: si − si−1

&
&
&
≥

sfi ≥ sfi−1
ti ≥ sfi
β ≥ 1/2 − sfk
1/2k − (si + ti )/k

& sbi ≥ sbi−1
& si = sfi + sbi

In CardinalityAlg, a uniformly random permutation π is selected on set A of bins.
Let A0 ⊆ A be the set of bins matched in Copt . We define A00 to be the set of bins
matched in CardinalityAlg which depends on permutation π. We divide permutation
π into k equal parts each with |A|/k bins. For each a ∈ A0 , we define i(a) to be the
match of a in Copt . Let Ac be the set of bins like a such that i(a) has been selected to
be passed to CardinalityAlg. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we define sets Si , and Ti as follows:
Si = A0 ∩A00 ∩Ac ∩{πj |1 ≤ j ≤ (i|A|/k)}, and Ti = A0 ∩A00 ∩{πj |1 ≤ j ≤ (i|A|/k)}\Ac .
In other words, Si is the set of bins in the first i parts of π that are matched in
both Copt and our algorithm, and their matches in Copt are selected to be passed to
CardinalityAlg. The only difference for Ti is that their matches in Copt are not selected
for CardinalityAlg. We also partition Si into two sets: SFi the set of bins that has
been matched in our algorithm with forwarding edges, and the rest in set SBi . We
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remind that a forwarding edge in our algorithm is an edge matching an item to a bin
a such that i(a) has not arrived yet. We prove that this is a feasible solution for LPk :
si = E[|Si |/|A0 |], sfi = E[|SFi |/|A0 |], sbi = E[|SBi |/|A0 |], and ti = E[|Ti |/|A0 |].
Now we prove the constraints of LPk hold. The first 4 constraints are the monotonicity constraints which hold by definition, the same is true for the 6th constraint.
The constraint ti ≥ sfi holds because every forwarding edge (incident to a bin in the
first i parts of π) with probability 1/2 will be counted in sfi , and with the other 1/2
will be counted in ti . This way everything in sfi will be counted, but there might
be other uncounted bins in ti . This is why we get an inequality instead of equality.
We have β at least 1/2 − sfk because in expectation half of the items matched in
Copt = |A0 | will be selected for cardinality, and the number of them that are not
matched in CardinalityAlg is at most sfk |A0 |. The inequality β ≥ sk + tk holds by
definition. These inequalities give us the 1/3 lower bound on β. We add the following inequality as well to get a better approximation ratio for cardinality. We note
that similar (and simpler) inequalities have been presented in the literature of online
matching, e.g. Lemma 5 in [17].

∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, si − si−1 ≥ 1/2k − (si + ti )/k
Let s0 = 0 to make the math consistent. This inequality lower bounds the expected
number of matched bins in A0 ∩ A00 ∩ Ac in part i of permutation π. For each a ∈ A0
in part i of permutation π, we prove that the probability that a ∈ Ac , and a is in A00
is at least 1/2 − (si + ti )/k. With probability 1/2, a is in set Ac . In this case, we
know that if no item is matched to a by CardinalityAlg, item i(a) has been assigned by
CardinalityAlg to some bin a0 whose rank in π is smaller than a. This means that i(a)
is matched to one of the bins in Si or Ti . Since π is selected uniformly at random,
a is selected uniformly at random from A0 ∩ Ac . So the probability of this event
(i(a) being matched to some bin before a in π) given that a ∈ A0 ∩ Ac is at most
(si + ti )/|A0 ∩ Ac |. Therefore with probability at least (1 − (si + ti )/|A0 ∩ Ac |)/2, bin a
is matched by CardinalityAlg. Summing up these lower bounds on probabilities for all
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different choices of a, and applying the fact that in expectation there are |A0 |/k bins
like a ∈ A0 in part i of π, we get the lower bound on si −si−1 ≥ 1/2k −(si +ti )/2k. We
note that E(|A0 ∩ Ac |) = E(|A0 |)/2, and for large values of |A0 |, the ratio |A0 |/|A0 ∩ Ac |
is around 2 with high precision, i.e. it is at most 2+ε for any small constant ε > 0, and
large enough |A0 |. Since the solution for this linear program is greater than 0.3698 for
large enough k, we know that the approximation ratio of CardinalityAlg and therefore
our algorithm is at least 0.3698.
For any other value of p, we can change the LPk as follows. We just need to
change three constraints in LPk . Instead of ti ≥ sfi , we have ti /p ≥ sfi /(1 − p)
because with probability p we choose each item for weight and with the remaining
probability 1 − p for cardinality. With a similar reason, we have β ≥ (1 − p) − sfk ,
and si − si−1 ≥ (1 − p)/k − (si + ti )/k instead of their‘ simpler versions. We enumerate
on different values of p, and solve the LPk for each of these values to get the green
lower bound curve in Figure 3-1.
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Chapter 4
Submodular Secretary Problem
and its Extensions
Online auction is the essence of many modern markets, particularly networked markets, in which information about goods, agents, and outcomes is revealed over a period
of time, and the agents must make irrevocable decisions without knowing future information. Optimal stopping theory is a powerful tool for analyzing such scenarios
which generally require optimizing an objective function over the space of stopping
rules for an allocation process under uncertainty. Combining optimal stopping theory with game theory allows us to model the actions of rational agents applying
competing stopping rules in an online market. This first has been done by Hajiaghayi
et al. [48] who considered the well-known secretary problem in online settings and
initiated several follow-up papers (see e.g. [7, 8, 9, 47, 52, 59]).
Perhaps the most classic problem of stopping theory is the secretary problem.
Imagine that you manage a company, and you want to hire a secretary from a pool of
n applicants. You are very keen on hiring only the best and brightest. Unfortunately,
you cannot tell how good a secretary is until you interview her, and you must make
an irrevocable decision whether or not to make an offer at the time of the interview.
The problem is to design a strategy which maximizes the probability of hiring the
most qualified secretary. It is well-known since 1963 [27] that the optimal policy is
to interview the first t − 1 applicants, then hire the next one whose quality exceeds
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that of the first t − 1 applicants, where t is defined by

Pn

1
j=t+1 j−1

≤1<

Pn

1
j=t j−1 ;

as n → ∞, the probability of hiring the best applicant approaches 1/e, as does
the ratio t/n. Note that a solution to the secretary problem immediately yields an
algorithm for a slightly different objective function optimizing the expected value of
the chosen element. Subsequent papers have extended the problem by varying the
objective function, varying the information available to the decision-maker, and so
on, see e.g., [3, 41, 75, 80].
An important generalization of the secretary problem with several applications
(see e.g., a survey by Babaioff et al. [8]) is called the multiple-choice secretary problem
in which the interviewer is allowed to hire up to k ≥ 1 applicants in order to maximize
performance of the secretarial group based on their overlapping skills (or the joint
utility of selected items in a more general setting). More formally, assuming applicants
of a set S = {a1 , a2 , · · · , an } (applicant pool) arriving in a uniformly random order,
the goal is to select a set of at most k applicants in order to maximize a profit function
f : 2S 7→ R. We assume f is non-negative throughout this chapter. For example,
when f (T ) is the maximum individual value [39, 40], or when f (T ) is the sum of
the individual values in T [59], the problem has been considered thoroughly in the
literature. Indeed, both of these cases are special monotone non-negative submodular
functions that we consider in this chapter. A function f : 2S 7→ R is called submodular
if and only if ∀A, B ⊆ S : f (A) + f (B) ≥ f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B). An equivalent
characterization is that the marginal profit of each item should be non-increasing,
i.e., f (A ∪ {a}) − f (A) ≤ f (B ∪ {a}) − f (B) if B ⊆ A ⊆ S and a ∈ S \ B. A
function f : 2S 7→ R is monotone if and only if f (A) ≤ f (B) for A ⊆ B ⊆ S; it is
non-monotone if it is not necessarily the case. Since the number of sets is exponential,
we assume a value oracle access to the submodular function; i.e., for a given set T , an
algorithm can query an oracle to find its value f (T ). As we discuss below, maximizing
a (monotone or non-monotone) submodular function which demonstrates economy of
scale is a central and very general problem in combinatorial optimization and has
been subject of a thorough study in the literature.
The closest setting to our submodular multiple-choice secretary problem is the ma67

troid secretary problem considered by Babaioff et al. [9]. In this problem, we are given
a matroid by a ground set U of elements and a collection of independent (feasible)
subsets I ⊆ 2U describing the sets of elements which can be simultaneously accepted.
We recall that a matroid has three properties: 1) the empty set is independent; 2)
every subset of an independent set is independent (closed under containment)1 ; and
finally 3) if A and B are two independent sets and A has more elements than B, then
there exists an element in A which is not in B and when added to B still gives an
independent set2 . The goal is to design online algorithms in which the structure of U
and I is known at the outset (assume we have an oracle to answer whether a subset
of U belongs to I or not), while the elements and their values are revealed one at
a time in random order. As each element is presented, the algorithm must make an
irrevocable decision to select or reject it such that the set of selected elements belongs
to I at all times. Babaioff et al. present an O(log r)-competitive algorithm for general
matroids, where r is the rank of the matroid (the size of the maximal independent
set), and constant-competitive algorithms for several special cases arising in practical
scenarios including graphic matroids, truncated partition matroids, and bounded degree transversal matroids. However, they leave as a main open question the existence
of constant-competitive algorithms for general matroids. Our constant-competitive
algorithms for the submodular secretary problem in this chapter can be considered
in parallel with this open question. To generalize both results of Babaioff et al. and
ours, we also consider the submodular matroid secretary problem in which we want
to maximize a submodular function over all independent (feasible) subsets I of the
given matroid. Moreover, we extend our approach to the case in which l matroids
are given and the goal is to find the set of maximum value which is independent with
respect to all the given matroids. We present an O(l log2 r)-competitive algorithm for
the submodular matroid secretary problem generalizing previous results.
Prior to our work, there was no polynomial-time algorithm with a nontrivial guarantee for the case of l matroids—even in the offline setting—when l is not a fixed
1
2

This is sometimes called the hereditary property.
This is sometimes called the augmentation property or the independent set exchange property.
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constant. Lee et al. [61] give a local-search procedure for the offline setting that runs
in time O(nl ) and achieves approximation ratio l+ε. Even the simpler case of having a
linear function cannot be approximated to within a factor better than Ω(l/ log l) [51].
Our results imply an algorithm with guarantees O(l log r) and O(l log2 r) for the offline and (online) secretary settings, respectively. Both these algorithms run in time
polynomial in l. In case of the knapsack constraints, the only previous relevant work
that we are aware of is that of Lee et al. [61] which gives a (5+ε) approximation in the
offline setting if the number of constraints is a constant. In contrast, our results work
for arbitrary number of knapsack constraints, albeit with a loss in the guarantee; see
Theorem 4.1.3.
Our competitive ratio for the submodular secretary problem is

7
.
1−1/e

Though

our algorithm is relatively simple, it has several phases and its analysis is relatively
involved. As we point out below, we cannot obtain any approximation factor better
than 1 − 1/e even for offline special cases of our setting unless P = NP. A natural
generalization of a submodular function while still preserving economy of scale is a
subadditive function f : 2S 7→ R in which ∀A, B ⊆ S : f (A) + f (B) ≥ f (A ∪ B). In
this chapter, we show that if we consider the subadditive secretary problem instead
of the submodular secretary problem, there is no algorithm with competitive ratio
√
√
õ( n). We complement this result by giving an O( n)-competitive algorithm for the
subadditive secretary problem.
Background on submodular maximization Submodularity, a discrete analog
of convexity, has played a central role in combinatorial optimization [62]. It appears
in many important settings including cuts in graphs [53, 44, 71], plant location problems [22, 21], rank function of matroids [28], and set covering problems [30].
The problem of maximizing a submodular function is of essential importance,
with special cases including Max Cut [44], Max Directed Cut [49], hypergraph cut
problems, maximum facility location [1, 22, 21], and certain restricted satisfiability
problems [50, 29]. While the Min Cut problem in graphs is a classical polynomialtime solvable problem, and more generally it has been shown that any submodular
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function can be minimized in polynomial time [53, 72], maximization turns out to be
more difficult and indeed all the aforementioned special cases are NP-hard.
Max-k-Cover, where the goal is to choose k sets whose union is as large as possible,
is another related problem. It is shown that a greedy algorithm provides a (1 − 1/e)
approximation for Max-k-Cover [58] and this is optimal unless P = NP [30]. More
generally, we can view this problem as maximization of a monotone submodular function under a cardinality constraint, that is, we seek a set S of size k maximizing f (S).
The greedy algorithm again provides a (1 − 1/e) approximation for this problem [69].
A 1/2 approximation has been developed for maximizing monotone submodular functions under a matroid constraint [37]. A (1 − 1/e) approximation has been also obtained for a knapsack constraint [73], and for a special class of submodular functions
under a matroid constraint [20].
Recently constant factor ( 43 + ε)-approximation algorithms for maximizing nonnegative non-monotone submodular functions has also been obtained [32]. Typical
examples of such a problem are max cut and max directed cut. Here, the best
approximation factors are 0.878 for max cut [44] and 0.859 for max directed cut [29].
The approximation factor for max cut has been proved optimal, assuming the Unique
Games Conjecture [57]. Generalizing these results, Vondrák very recently obtains a
constant factor approximation algorithm for maximizing non-monotone submodular
functions under a matroid constraint [77]. Subadditive maximization has been also
considered recently (e.g. in the context of maximizing welfare [31]).
Submodular maximization also plays a role in maximizing the difference of a
monotone submodular function and a modular function. A typical example of this
type is the maximum facility location problem in which we want to open a subset of
facilities and maximize the total profit from clients minus the opening cost of facilities.
Approximation algorithms have been developed for a variant of this problem which
is a special case of maximizing nonnegative submodular functions [1, 22, 21]. The
current best approximation factor known for this problem is 0.828 [1]. Asadpour et
al. [5] study the problem of maximizing a submodular function in a stochastic setting,
and obtain constant-factor approximation algorithms.
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4.1

Our Results and Techniques

The main theorem in this chapter is as follows.
Theorem 4.1.1. There exists a

7
-competitive
1−1/e

algorithm for the monotone sub-

modular secretary problem. More generally there exists a 8e2 -competitive algorithm
for the non-monotone submodular secretary problem.
We prove Theorem 4.1.1 in Section 4.2. We first present our simple algorithms
for the problem. Since our algorithm for the general non-monotone case uses that of
monotone case, we first present the analysis for the latter case and then extend it for
the former case. We divide the input stream into equal-sized segments, and show that
restricting the algorithm to pick only one item from each segment decreases the value
of the optimum by at most a constant factor. Then in each segment, we use a standard
secretary algorithm to pick the best item conditioned on our previous choices. We
next prove that these local optimization steps lead to a global near-optimal solution.
The argument breaks for the non-monotone case since the algorithm actually
approximates a set which is larger than the optimal solution. The trick is to invoke
a new structural property of (non-monotone) submodular functions which allows us
to divide the input into two equal portions, and randomly solve the problem on one.
Indeed Theorem 4.1.1 can be extended for the submodular matroid secretary
problem as follows.
Theorem 4.1.2. There exists an O(l log2 r) competitive algorithm for the (nonmonotone) matroid submodular secretary problem, where r is the maximum rank of
the given l matroids.
We prove theorem 4.1.2 in Section 4.3. We note that in the submodular matroid
secretary problem, selecting (bad) elements early in the process might prevent us
from selecting (good) elements later since there are matroid independence (feasibility)
constraints. To overcome this issue, we only work with the first half of the input. This
guarantees that at each point in expectation there is a large portion of the optimal
solution that can be added to our current solution without violating the matroid
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constraint. However, this set may not have a high value. As a remedy we prove there
is a near-optimal solution all of whose large subsets have a high value. This novel
argument may be of its own interest.
We shortly mention in Section 4.4 our results for maximizing a submodular secretary problem with respect to l knapsack constraints. In this setting, there are l
knapsack capacities Ci : 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and each item j has different weights wij associated with each knapsack. A set T of items is feasible if and only if for each knapsack
P
i, we have j∈T wij ≤ Ci .
Theorem 4.1.3. There exists an O(l)-competitive algorithm for the (non-monotone)
multiple knapsack submodular secretary problem, where l denotes the number of given
knapsack constraints.
Lee et al. [61] gives a better (5 + ε) approximation in the offline setting if l is a
fixed constant.
We next show that indeed submodular secretary problems are the most general
cases that we can hope for constant competitiveness.
Theorem 4.1.4. For the subadditive secretary problem, there is no algorithm with
√
√
competitive ratio in õ( n). However there is an algorithm with almost tight O( n)
competitive ratio in this case.
We prove Theorem 4.1.4 in Section 4.5. The algorithm for the matching upper
bound is very simple, however the lower bound uses clever ideas and indeed works
in a more general setting. We construct a subadditive function, which interestingly
is almost submodular, and has a “hidden good set”. Roughly speaking, the value
of any query to the oracle is proportional to the intersection of the query and the
hidden good set. However, the oracle’s response does not change unless the query has
considerable intersection with the good set which is hidden. Hence, the oracle does
not give much information about the hidden good set.
Finally in our concluding remarks in Section 4.6, we briefly discuss two other
aggregate functions max and min, where the latter is not even submodular and models
a bottle-neck situation in the secretary problem.
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Remark Subsequent to our study of online submodular maximization [12], Gupta et
al. [45] consider similar problems. By reducing the case of non-monotone submodular
functions to several runs of the greedy algorithm for monotone submodular functions,
they present O(p)-approximation algorithms for maximizing submodular functions (in
the offline setting) subject to p-independence systems (which include the intersection
of p matroids), and constant factor approximation algorithms when the maximization
is subject to a knapsack constraint. In the online secretary setting, they provide O(1)competitive results for maximizing a submodular function subject to cardinality or
partition matroid constraints. They also obtain an O(log r) competitive ratio for
maximization subject to a general matroid of rank r. The latter result improves our
Theorem 4.1.2 when l = 1.

4.2
4.2.1

The Submodular Secretary Problem
Algorithms

In this section, we present the algorithms used to prove Theorem 4.1.1. In the classic
secretary problem, the efficiency value of each secretary is known only after she arrives.
In order to marry this with the value oracle model, we say that the oracle answers
the query regarding the efficiency of a set S 0 ⊆ S only if all the secretaries in S 0 have
already arrived and been interviewed.
Our algorithm for the monotone submodular case is relatively simple though its
analysis is relatively involved. First we assume that n is a multiple of k, since otherwise we could virtually insert n−kb nk c dummy secretaries in the input: for any subset
A of dummy secretaries and a set B ⊆ S, we have that f (A ∪ B) = f (B). In other
words, there is no profit in employing the dummy secretaries. To be more precise,
we simulate the augmented input in such a way that these secretaries are arriving
uniformly at random similarly to the real ones. Thus, we say that n is a multiple of
k without loss of generality.
We partition the input stream into k equally-sized segments, and, roughly speak-
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Algorithm 1 Monotone Submodular Secretary Algorithm
Input: A monotone submodular function f : 2S 7→ R, and a randomly permuted
stream of secretaries, denoted by (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ), where n is an integer multiple of k.
Output: A subset of at most k secretaries.
Let T0 ← ∅
Let l ← n/k
for i ← 1 to k do {phase i}
Let ui ← (i − 1)l + l/e
Let αi ← max f (Ti−1 ∪ {aj })
(i−1)l≤j<ui

if αi < f (Ti−1 ) then
αi ← f (Ti−1 )
end if
Pick an index pi : ui ≤ pi < il such that f (Ti−1 ∪ {api }) ≥ αi
if such an index pi exists then
Let Ti ← Ti−1 ∪ {api }
else
Let Ti ← Ti−1
end if
end for
Output Tk as the solution
ing, try to employ the best secretary in each segment.
length of each segment.

Let l :=

n
k

denote the

Let a1 , a2 , · · · , an be the actual ordering in which the

secretaries are interviewed.

Break the input into k segments such that Sj =

{a(j−1)l+1 , a(j−1)l+2 , . . . , ajl } for 1 ≤ j < k, and Sk = {a(k−1)l+1 , a(k−1)l+2 , . . . , an }.
We employ at most one secretary from each segment Si . Note that this way of having
several phases of (almost) equal length for the secretary problem seems novel to this
chapter, since in previous works there are usually only two phases (see e.g. [48]). The
phase i of our algorithm corresponds to the time interval when the secretaries in Si
S
arrive. Let Ti be the set of secretaries that we have employed from ij=1 Sj . Define
T0 := ∅ for convenience. In phase i, we try to employ a secretary e from Si that maximizes f (Ti−1 ∪{e})−f (Ti−1 ). For each e ∈ Si , we define gi (e) = f (Ti−1 ∪{e})−f (Ti−1 ).
Then, we are trying to employ a secretary x ∈ Si that has the maximum value for
gi (e). Using a classic algorithm for the secretary problem (see [27] for instance) for
employing the single secretary, we can solve this problem with constant probability
1/e. Hence, with constant probability, we pick the secretary that maximizes our local
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profit in each phase. It leaves us to prove that this local optimization leads to a
reasonable global guarantee.
The previous algorithm fails in the non-monotone case. Observe that the first
if statement is never true for a monotone function, however, for a non-monotone
function this guarantees the values of sets Ti are non-decreasing. Algorithm 2 first
divides the input stream into two equal-sized parts: U1 and U2 . Then, with probability
1/2, it calls Algorithm 1 on U1 , whereas with the same probability, it skips over the
first half of the input, and runs Algorithm 1 on U2 .
Algorithm 2 Submodular Secretary Algorithm
Input: A (possibly non-monotone) submodular function f : 2S →
7
R, and a
randomly permuted stream of secretaries, denoted by (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ), where n is an
integer multiple of 2k.
Output: A subset of at most k secretaries.
Let U1 := {a1 , a2 , . . . , an/2 }
Let U2 := {an/2 + 1, . . . , an−1 , an }
Let 0 ≤ X ≤ 1 be a uniformly random value.
if X ≤ 1/2 then
Run Algorithm 1 on U1 to get S1
Output S1 as the solution
else
Run Algorithm 1 on U2 to get S2
Output S2 as the solution
end if

4.2.2

Analysis

In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1.1. Since the algorithm for the non-monotone
submodular secretary problem uses that for the monotone submodular secretary problem, first we start with the monotone case.
Monotone Submodular
We prove in this section that for Algorithm 1, the expected value of f (Tk ) is within a
constant factor of the optimal solution. Let R = {ai1 , ai2 , · · · , aik } be the optimal solution. Note that the set {i1 , i2 , · · · , ik } is a uniformly random subset of {1, 2, · · · , n}
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with size k. It is also important to note that the permutation of the elements of the
optimal solution on these k places is also uniformly random, and is independent from
the set {i1 , i2 , · · · , ik }. For example, any of the k elements of the optimum can appear
as ai1 . These are two key facts used in the analysis.
Before starting the analysis, we present a simple property of submodular functions
which will prove useful in the analysis.
Lemma 4.2.1. If f : 2S 7→ R is a submodular function, we have f (B) − f (A) ≤
P
a∈B\A [f (A ∪ {a}) − f (A)] for any A ⊆ B ⊆ S.
Proof. Let k := |B| − |A|. Then, define in an arbitrary manner sets {Bi }ki=0 such that
• B0 = A,
• |Bi \ Bi−1 | = 1 for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
• and Bk = B.
Let bi := Bi \ Bi−1 for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We can write f (B) − f (A) as follows

f (B) − f (A) =

=
≤

k
X
i=1
k
X
i=1
k
X

[f (Bi ) − f (Bi−1 )]
[f (Bi−1 ∪ {bi }) − f (Bi−1 )]
[f (A ∪ bi ) − f (A)] ,

i=1

where the last inequality follows from the non-increasing marginal profit property of
submodular functions. Noticing that bi ∈ B \ A and they are distinct, namely bi 6= bi0
for 1 ≤ i 6= i0 ≤ k, finishes the argument.
Define X := {Si : |Si ∩ R| =
6 ∅}. For each Si ∈ X , we pick one element, say si , of
Si ∩ R randomly. These selected items form a set called R0 = {s1 , s2 , · · · , s|X | } ⊆ R
of size |X |. Since our algorithm approximates such a set, we study the value of such
random samples of R in the following lemmas. We first show that restricting ourselves
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to picking at most one element from each segment does not prevent us from picking
many elements from the optimal solution (i.e., R).
Lemma 4.2.2. The expected value of the number of items in R0 is at least k(1 − 1/e).
Proof. We know that |R0 | = |X |, and |X | is equal to k minus the number of sets Si
whose intersection with R is empty. So, we compute the expected number of these
sets, and subtract this quantity from k to obtain the expected value of |X | and thus
|R0 |.
Consider a set Sq , 1 ≤ q ≤ k, and the elements of R = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik }. Define
Ej as the event that aij is not in Sq . We have Pr(E1 ) =

(k−1)l
n

= 1 − k1 , and for any

i : 1 < i ≤ k, we get

Pr Ei

i−1
\

!
Ej

j=1

=

(k − 1)l
1
(k − 1)l − (i − 1)
≤
=1− ,
n − (i − 1)
n
k

where the last inequality follows from a simple mathematical fact:

x−c
y−c

≤

x
y

if c ≥ 0

and x ≤ y. Now we conclude that the probability of the event Sq ∩ R = ∅ is
Pr(∩ki=1 Ei )

= Pr(E1 ) ·

Pr(E2 |E1 ) · · · Pr(Ek | ∩k−1
j=1

k

1
1
≤ .
Ej ) ≤ 1 −
k
e

Thus each of the sets S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk does not intersect with R with probability at
most 1/e. Hence, the expected number of such sets is at most k/e. Therefore, the
expected value of |X | = |R0 | is at least k(1 − 1/e).
The next lemma materializes the proof of an intuitive statement: if you randomly
sample elements of the set R, you expect to obtain a profit proportional to the size
of your sample. An analog of this is proved in [31] for the case when |R|/|A| is an
integer.
Lemma 4.2.3. For a random subset A of R, the expected value of f (A) is at least
|A|
k

· f (R).

Proof. Let (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) be a random ordering of the elements of R. For r =
1, 2, . . . , k, let Fr be the expectation of f ({x1 , . . . , xr }), and define Dr := Fr − Fr−1 ,
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where F0 is interpreted to be equal to zero. Letting a := |A|, note that f (R) = Fk =
D1 +· · ·+Dk , and that the expectation of f (A) is equal to Fa = D1 +· · ·+Da . We claim
that D1 ≥ D2 ≥ · · · ≥ Dk , from which the lemma follows easily. Let (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk )
be a cyclic permutation of (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), where y1 = xk , y2 = x1 , y3 = x2 , . . . , yk =
xk−1 . Notice that for i < k, Fi is equal to the expectation of f ({y2 , . . . , yi+1 }) since
{y2 , . . . , yi+1 } is equal to {x1 , . . . , xi }.
Fi is also equal to the expectation of f ({y1 , . . . , yi }), since the sequence
(y1 , . . . , yi ) has the same distribution as that of (x1 , · · · , xi ).

Thus, Di+1 is

the expectation of f ({y1 , . . . , yi+1 }) − f ({y2 , . . . , yi+1 }), whereas Di is the expectation of f ({y1 , . . . , yi }) − f ({y2 , . . . , yi }).

The submodularity of f implies

that f ({y1 , . . . , yi+1 }) − f ({y2 , . . . , yi+1 }) is less than or equal to f ({y1 , . . . , yi }) −
f ({y2 , . . . , yi }), hence Di+1 ≤ Di .
Here comes the crux of our analysis where we prove that the local optimization
steps (i.e., trying to make the best move in each segment) indeed lead to a globally
approximate solution.
Lemma 4.2.4. The expected value of f (Tk ) is at least

|R0 |
7k

· f (R).

Proof. Define m := |R0 | for the ease of reference. Recall that R0 is a set of secretaries
{s1 , s2 , . . . , sm } such that si ∈ Shi ∩ R for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m and hi : 1 ≤ hi ≤ k. Also
assume without loss of generality that hi0 ≤ hi for 1 ≤ i0 < i ≤ m, for instance,
s1 is the first element of R0 to appear. Define ∆j for each j : 1 ≤ j ≤ k as the
gain of our algorithm while working on the segment Sj . It is formally defined as
∆j := f (Tj ) − f (Tj−1 ). Note that due to the first if statement in the algorithm,
∆j ≥ 0 and thus E[∆j ] ≥ 0. With probability 1/e, we choose the element in Sj
which maximizes the value of f (Tj ) (given that the set Tj−1 is fixed). Notice that by
definition of R0 only one si appears in Shi . Since si ∈ Shi is one of the options,
E[∆hi ] ≥

E[f (Thi −1 ∪ {si }) − f (Thi −1 )]
.
e

To prove by contradiction, suppose E[f (Tk )] <
E[f (Tj )] <

m
7k

m
7k

(4.1)

· f (R). Since f is monotone,

· f (R) for any 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Define B := {si , si+1 , · · · , sm }. By
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Lemma 4.2.1 and monotonicity of f ,
m
X
f (B) ≤ f (B ∪ Thi −1 ) ≤ f (Thi −1 ) +
[f (Thi −1 ∪ {sj }) − f (Thi −1 )],
j=i

which implies

E[f (B)] ≤ E[f (Thi −1 )] +

m
X

E[f (Thi −1 ∪ {sj }) − f (Thi −1 )].

j=i

Since the items in B are distributed uniformly at random, and there is no difference
between si1 and si2 for i ≤ i1 , i2 ≤ m, we can say
E[f (B)] ≤ E[f (Thi −1 )] + (m − i + 1) · E[f (Thi −1 ∪ {si }) − f (Thi −1 )].

(4.2)

We conclude from (4.1) and (4.2)
E[∆hi ] ≥

E[f (B)] − E[f (Thi −1 )]
E[f (Thi −1 ∪ {si }) − f (Thi −1 )]
≥
.
e
e(m − i + 1)

Since B is a random sample of R, we can apply Lemma 4.2.3 to get E[f (B)] ≥
|B|
f (R)
k

= f (R)(m − i + 1)/k. Since E[f (Thi −1 )] ≤

E[∆hi ] ≥

m
7k

· f (R), we reach

f (R)
m
1
E[f (B)] − E[f (Thi −1 )]
≥
− f (R) ·
.
e(m − i + 1)
ek
7k
e(m − i + 1)

Adding up (4.3) for i : 1 ≤ i ≤ dm/2e, we obtain
dm/2e

X
i=1

Since

Pb

1
j=a j

dm/2e
l m m f (R)
X
m
1
E[∆hi ] ≥
·
−
· f (R) ·
.
2
ek
7ek
m−i+1
i=1

b
≤ ln a+1
for any integer values of a, b : 1 < a ≤ b, we conclude

dm/2e

X
i=1

E[∆hi ] ≥

l m m f (R)
m
m
·
−
· f (R) · ln  m  .
2
ek
7ek
2
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(4.3)

A similar argument for the range 1 ≤ i ≤ bm/2c gives
m
bX
2 c

i=1

j m k f (R)
m
m
·
−
· f (R) · ln  m  .
E[∆hi ] ≥
2
ek
7ek
2

P
P
We also know that both bm/2c
E[∆hi ] and dm/2e
E[∆hi ] are at most E[f (Tk )]
i=1
i=1
Pm
because f (Tk ) ≥ i=1 ∆hi . We conclude with
2E[f (Tk )] ≥

l m m f (R)
2

ek

−

j m k f (R) mf (R)
mf (R)
m
m
· ln  m  +
−
· ln  m 
7ek
2
ek
7ek
2
2

m2
and since
< 4.5
bm/2cdm/2e


mf (R) mf (R)
mf (R)
1 ln 4.5
mf (R) 2
≥
−
· ln 4.5 =
·
−
· ,
≥
ek
7ek
k
e
7e
k
7
≥

mf (R) mf (R)
m2
−
· ln  m   m  ,
ek
7ek
2
2

which contradicts E[f (Tk )] <

mf (R)
,
7k

hence proving the supposition false.

The following theorem wraps up the analysis of the algorithm.
Theorem 4.2.5. The expected value of the output of our algorithm is at least
1−1/e
f (R).
7

Proof. The expected value of |R0 | = m ≥ (1 − 1/e)k from Lemma 4.2.2. In other

P
words, we have km=1 Pr[|R0 | = m] · m ≥ 1 − 1e k. We know from Lemma 4.2.4
m
that if the size of R0 is m, the expected value of f (Tk ) is at least 7k
f (R), implying


P
m
that v∈V Pr f (Tk ) = v |R0 | = m ·v ≥ 7k
f (R), where V denotes the set of different

values that f (Tk ) can get. We also know that
k
X

k
X
m
E[f (Tk )] =
f (R) Pr[|R0 | = m]
E[f (Tk )||R | = m] Pr[|R | = m] ≥
7k
m=1
m=1

=

0

0

1 − 1/e
f (R)
E[|R0 |] ≥
f (R).
7k
7

Non-monotone Submodular
Before starting the analysis of Algorithm 2 for non-monotone functions, we show an
interesting property of Algorithm 1. Consistently with the notation of Section 4.2.2,
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we use R to refer to some optimal solution. Recall that we partition the input stream
into (almost) equal-sized segments Si : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and pick one item from each.
Then Ti denotes the set of items we have picked at the completion of segment i. We
show that f (Tk ) ≥

1
f (R
2e

∪ Ti ) for some integer i, even when f is not monotone.

Roughly speaking, the proof mainly follows from the submodularity property and
Lemma 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.6. If we run the monotone algorithm on a (possibly non-monotone)
submodular function f , we obtain f (Tk ) ≥

1
f (R
2e2

∪ Ti ) for some i.

Proof. Consider the stage i + 1 in which we want to pick an item from Si+1 .
Lemma 4.2.1 implies
f (R ∪ Ti ) ≤ f (Ti ) +

X

f (Ti ∪ {a}) − f (Ti ).

a∈R\Ti

At least one of the two right-hand side terms has to be larger than f (R ∪ Ti )/2. If
this happens to be the first term for any i, we are done: f (Tk ) ≥ f (Ti ) ≥ 12 f (R ∪ Ti )
since f (Tk ) ≥ f (Ti ) by the definition of the algorithm: the first if statement makes
sure f (Ti ) values are non-decreasing. Otherwise assume that the lower bound occurs
for the second terms for all values of i.
Consider the events that among the elements in R \ Ti exactly one, say a, falls
in Si+1 . Call this event Ea . Conditioned on Ea , ∆i+1 := f (Ti+1 ) − f (Ti ) is at least
f (Ti ∪ {a}) − f (Ti ) with probability 1/e: i.e., if the algorithm picks the best secretary
in this interval. Each event Ea occurs with probability at least

1
k

· 1e . Since these

events are disjoint, we have
E[∆i+1 ] ≥

X
a∈R\Ti

≥

1
1 X
Pr[Ea ] · [f (Ti+1 ) − f (Ti )] ≥ 2
f (Ti ∪ {a}) − f (Ti )
e
ek
a∈R\Ti

1
f (R ∪ Ti ),
2e2 k
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and by summing over all values of i, we obtain
E[f (Tk )] =

X

E[∆i ] ≥

i

X 1
1
f
(R
∪
T
)
≥
min f (R ∪ Ti ).
i
2k
2
i
2e
2e
i

Unlike the case of monotone functions, we cannot say that f (R ∪ Ti ) ≥ f (R), and
conclude that our algorithm is constant-competitive. Instead, we need to use other
techniques to cover the cases that f (R ∪ Ti ) < f (R). The following lemma presents
an upper bound on the value of the optimum.
Lemma 4.2.7. For any pair of disjoint sets Z and Z 0 , and a submodular function f ,
we have f (R) ≤ f (R ∪ Z) + f (R ∪ Z 0 ).
Proof. The statement follows from the submodularity property, observing that (R ∪
Z) ∩ (R ∪ Z 0 ) = R, and f ([R ∪ Z] ∪ [R ∪ Z 0 ]) ≥ 0.
We are now at a position to prove the performance guarantee of our main algorithm.
Theorem 4.2.8. Algorithm 2 has competitive ratio 8e2 .
Proof. Let the outputs of the two algorithms be sets Z and Z 0 , respectively. The
expected value of the solution is thus [f (Z) + f (Z 0 )]/2.
We know that E[f (Z)] ≥ c0 f (R ∪ X1 ) for some constant c0 , and X1 ⊆ U1 . The
only difference in the proof is that each element of R \ Z appears in the set Si
with probability 1/2k instead of 1/k. But we can still prove the above lemma for
c0 := 1/4e2 . Same holds for Z 0 : E[f (Z 0 )] ≥

1
f (R
4e

∪ X2 ) for some X2 ⊆ U2 .

Since U1 and U2 are disjoint, so are X1 and X2 . Hence, the expected value of our
solution is at least

1
[f (R
4e2

∪ X1 ) + f (R ∪ X2 )]/2, which via Lemma 4.2.7 is at least

1
f (R).
8e2

4.3

The Submodular Matroid Secretary Problem

In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1.2. We first design an O(log2 r)-competitive
algorithm for maximizing a monotone submodular function, when there are matroid
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constraints for the set of selected items. Here we are allowed to choose a subset of
items only if it is an independent set in the given matroid.
The matroid (U, I) is given by an oracle access to I. Let n denote the number
of items, i.e., n := |U|, and r denotes the rank of the matroid. Let S ∈ I denote an
optimal solution that maximizes the function f . We focus our analysis on a refined
set S ∗ ⊆ S that has certain nice properties: 1) f (S ∗ ) ≥ (1 − 1/e)f (S), and 2)
f (T ) ≥ f (S ∗ )/ log r for any T ⊆ S ∗ such that |T | = b|S ∗ |/2c. We cannot necessarily
find S ∗ , but we prove that such a set exists.
Start by letting S ∗ = S. As long as there is a set T violating the second property
above, remove T from S ∗ , and continue. The second property clearly holds at the
termination of the procedure. In order to prove the first property, consider one
iteration. By submodularity (subadditivity to be more precise) we have f (S ∗ \ T ) ≥
f (S ∗ ) − f (T ) ≥ (1 − 1/ log r)f (S ∗ ). Since each iteration halves the set S ∗ , there are
at most log r iterations. Therefore, f (S ∗ ) ≥ (1 − 1/ log r)log r · f (S) ≥ (1 − 1/e)f (S).
We analyze the algorithm assuming the parameter |S ∗ | is given, and achieve a
competitive ratio O(log r). If |S ∗ | is unknown, though, we can guess its value (from a
pool of log r different choices) and continue with Lemma 4.3.1. This gives an O(log2 r)
competitive ratio.
Lemma 4.3.1. Given |S ∗ |, Algorithm 3 picks an independent subset of items with
size |S ∗ |/2 whose expected value is at least f (S ∗ )/4e log r.
Proof. Let k := |S ∗ |. We divide the input stream of n items into k segments of
(almost) equal size. We only pick k/2 items, one from each of the first k/2 segments.
Similarly to Algorithm 1 for the submodular secretary problem, when we work
on each segment, we try to pick an item that maximizes the marginal value of the
function given the previous selection is fixed (see the for loop in Algorithm 1). We
show that the expected gain in each of the first k/2 segments is at least a constant
fraction of f (S ∗ )/k log r.
Suppose we are working on segment i ≤ k/2, and let Z be the set of items already
picked; so |Z| ≤ i−1. Furthermore, assume f (Z) ≤ f (S ∗ )/2 log r since otherwise, the
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Algorithm 3 Monotone Submodular Secretary Algorithm with Matroid constraint
Input: A monotone submodular function f : 2U 7→ R, a matroid (U, I), and a
randomly permuted stream of secretaries, denoted by (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ).
Output: A subset of secretaries that are independent according to I.
Let U1 := {a1 , a2 , . . . , abn/2c }
Pick the parameter k := |S ∗ | uniformly at random from the pool {20 , 21 , 2log r }
if k = O(log r) then
Select the best item of the U1 and output the singleton
else {run Algorithm 1 on U1 and respect the matroid}
Let T0 ← ∅
Let l ← bn/kc
for i ← 1 to k do {phase i}
Let ui ← (i − 1)l + l/e
Let αi ← max f (Ti−1 ∪ {aj })
(i−1)l≤j<ui
Ti−1 ∪{aj }∈I

if αi < f (Ti−1 ) then
αi ← f (Ti−1 )
end if
Pick an index pi : ui ≤ pi < il such that f (Ti−1 ∪{api }) ≥ αi and Ti−1 ∪{api } ∈
I
if such an index pi exists then
Let Ti ← Ti−1 ∪ {api }
else
Let Ti ← Ti−1
end if
end for
Output Tk as the solution
end if
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lemma is already proved. By matroid properties we know there is a set T ⊆ S ∗ \ Z of
size bk/2b such that T ∪ Z ∈ I. The second property of S ∗ gives f (T ) ≥ f (S ∗ )/ log r.
From Lemma 4.2.1 and monotonicity of f , we obtain
X

[f (Z ∪ {s}) − f (Z)] ≥ f (T ∪ Z) − f (Z) ≥ f (T ) − f (Z) ≥ f (S ∗ )/2 log r.

s∈T

Note that each item in T appears in this segment with probability 2/k because we
divided the input stream into k/2 equal segments. Since in each segment we pick the
item giving the maximum marginal value with probability 1/e, the expected gain in
this segment is at least
X1 2
· · [f (Z ∪ {s}) − f (Z)] ≥ f (S ∗ )/ek log r.
e
k
s∈T
We have this for each of the first k/2 segments, so the expected value of our solution
is at least f (S ∗ )/2e log r.
Finally, it is straightforward (and hence the details are omitted) to combine the
algorithm in this section with Algorithm 2 for the non-monotone submodular secretary problem, to obtain an O(log2 r)-competitive algorithm for the non-monotone
submodular secretary problem subject to a matroid constraint.
Here we show the same algorithm works when there are l ≥ 1 matroid constraints
and achieves a competitive ratio of O(l log2 r). We just need to respect all matroid
constraints in Algorithm 3. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1.2.
Lemma 4.3.2. Given |S ∗ |, Algorithm 3 picks an independent subset of items (i.e.,
independent with respect to all matroids) with expected value at least f (S ∗ )/4el log r.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.1. We show that the expected
gain in each of the first k/2l segments is at least a constant fraction of f (S ∗ )/k log r.
Suppose we are working on segment i ≤ k/2l, and let Z be the set of items
already picked; so |Z| ≤ i − 1. Furthermore, assume f (Z) ≤ f (S ∗ )/2 log r since
otherwise, the lemma is already proved. We claim that there is a set T ⊆ S ∗ \ Z of
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size k − l × bk/2lc ≥ k/2 such that T ∪ Z is an independent set in all matroids. The
proof is as follows. We know that there exists a set T1 ⊆ S ∗ whose union with Z is an
independent set of the first matroid, and the size of T1 is at least |S ∗ | − |Z|. This can
be proved by the exchange property of matroids, i.e., adding Z to the independent
set S ∗ does not remove more than |Z| items from S ∗ . Since T1 is independent with
respect to the second matroid (as it is a subset of S ∗ ), we can prove that there exists
a set T2 ⊆ T1 of size at least |T1 | − |Z| such that Z ∪ T2 is an independent set in the
second matroid. If we continue this process for all matroid constraints, we can prove
that there is a set Tl which is an independent set in all matroids, and has size at least
|S ∗ | − l|Z| ≥ k − l × bk/2lc ≥ k/2 such that Z ∪ Tl is independent with respect to all
the given matroids. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.1—we
just need to use the set Tl instead of the set T in the proof.
Since we are gaining a constant times f (S ∗ )/k log r in each of the first k/2l
segments, the expected value of the final solution is at least a constant times
f (S ∗ )/l log r.

4.4

Knapsack Constraints

In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1.3. We first outline how to reduce an instance
with multiple knapsacks to an instance with only one knapsack, and then we show
how to solve the single knapsack instance.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that all knapsack capacities are equal to
one. Let I be the given instance with the value function f , and item weights wij for
1 ≤ i ≤ l and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Define a new instance I 0 with one knapsack of capacity one
in which the weight of the item j is wj0 := maxi wij . We first prove that this reduction
loses no more than a factor 4l in the total value. Take note that both the scaling and
the weight transformation can be carried in an online manner as the items arrive.
Hence, the results of this section hold for the online as well as the offline setting.
Lemma 4.4.1. With instance I 0 defined above, we have
OPT(I).
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1
4l

OPT(I) ≤ OPT(I 0 ) ≤

Proof. The latter inequality is very simple: Take the optimal solution to I 0 . This is
also feasible in I since all the item weights in I are bounded by the weight in I 0 .
We next prove the other inequality. Let T be the optimal solution of I. An item
j is called fat if wj0 ≥ 1/2. Notice that there can be at most 2l fat items in T since
P
P
P
0
j∈T wj ≤
j∈T
i wij ≤ l. If there is any fat item with value at least OPT(I)/4l,
the statement of the lemma follows immediately, so we assume this is not the case.
The total value of the fat items, say F , is at most OPT(I)/2. Submodularity and
non-negativity of f gives f (T \F ) ≥ f (T )−f (F ) ≥ OPT(I)/2. Sort the non-fat items
in decreasing order of their value density (i.e., ratio of value to weight), and let T 0 be
a maximal prefix of this ordering that is feasible with respect to I 0 . If T 0 = T \ F ,
we are done; otherwise, T 0 has weight at least 1/2. Let x be the total weight of
items in T 0 and let y indicate the total weight of items in T \ (F ∪ T 0 ). Let αx and
αy denote the densities of the two corresponding subsets of the items, respectively.
Clearly x + y ≤ l and αx ≥ αy . Thus, f (T \ F ) = αx · x + αy · y ≤ αx (x + y) ≤ αx · l.
Now f (T 0 ) ≥ αx ·

1
2

≥

1
f (T
2l

\ F) ≥

1
f (T )
4l

finishes the proof.

Here we show how to achieve a constant competitive ratio when there is only one
knapsack constraint. Let wj denote the weight of item j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and assume
without loss of generality that the capacity of the knapsack is 1. Moreover, let f
be the value function which is a non-monotone submodular function. Let T be the
optimal solution, and define OPT := f (T ). The value of the parameter λ ≥ 1 will be
fixed below. Define T1 and T2 as the subsets of T that appear in the first and second
half of the input stream, respectively. We first show the this solution is broken into
two balanced portions.
Lemma 4.4.2. If the value of each item is at most OPT /λ, for sufficiently large λ,
the random variable |f (T1 ) − f (T2 )| is bounded by OPT /2 with a constant probability.
Proof. Each item of T goes to either T1 or T2 with probability 1/2. Let the random
variable Xj1 denote the increase of the value of f (T1 ) due to the possible addition
of item j. Similarly Xj2 is defined for the same effect on f (T2 ). The two variables
Xj1 and Xj2 have the same probability distribution, and because of submodularity
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and the fact that the value of item j is at most OP T /λ, the contribution of item j
in f (T1 ) − f (T2 ) can be seen as a random variable that always take values in range
[− OPT /λ, OPT /λ] with mean zero. (In fact, we also use the fact that in an optimal
solution, the marginal value of any item is non-negative. Submodularity guarantees
that this holds with respect to any of the subsets of T as well.) Azuma’s inequality
ensures that with constant probability the value of |f (T1 ) − f (T2 )| is not more than
max{f (T1 ), f (T2 )}/2 for sufficiently large λ. Since both f (T1 ) and f (T2 ) are at most
OPT, we can say that they are both at least OPT /4, with constant probability.
The algorithm is as follows. Without loss of generality assume that all items are
feasible, i.e., any one item fits into the knapsack. We flip a coin, and if it turns up
“heads,” we simply try to pick the one item with the maximum value. We do the
following if the coin turns up “tails.” We do not pick any item from the first half of
the stream. Instead, we compute the maximum value set in the first half with respect
to the knapsack constraint; Lee et al. give a constant factor approximation for this
task. From the above argument, we know that f (T1 ) is at least OP T /4 since all the
items have limited value in this case (i.e., at most OPT /λ). Therefore, we obtain a
constant factor estimation of OPT by looking at the first half of the stream: i.e., if the
ˆ we get OPT /c ≤ OPT
ˆ ≤ OPT. After obtaining this estimate, we
estimate is OPT,
go over the second half of the input, and pick an item j if and only if it is feasible to
ˆ
pick this item, and moreover, the ratio of its marginal value to wj is at least OPT/6.
Lemma 4.4.3. The above algorithm is a constant competitive algorithm for the nonmonotone submodular secretary problem with one knapsack constraint.
Proof. We give the proof for the monotone case. Extending it for the non-monotone
requires the same idea as was used in the proof of Theorem 2. First suppose there is
an item with value at least OPT /λ. With probability 1/2, we try to pick the best
item, and we succeed with probability 1/e. Thus, we get an O(1) competitive ratio
in this case.
In the other case, all the items have small contributions to the solution, i.e., less
than OPT /λ. In this case, with constant probability, both f (T1 ) and f (T2 ) are at
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ˆ is a constant estimate for OPT. Let T 0 be the set of items
least OPT /4. Hence, OPT
picked by the algorithm in this case. If the sum of the weights of the items in T 0 is at
least 1/2, we are done, because all these items have (marginal) value density at least
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
OPT/6,
so f (T 0 ) ≥ (1/2) · (OPT/6)
= OPT/12
≥ OPT /48.
Otherwise, the total weight of T 0 is less than 1/2. Therefore, there are items in
T2 that are not picked. There might be two reasons for this. There was not enough
room in the knapsack, which means that the weight of the items in T2 is more than
1/2. However, there cannot be more than one such item in T2 , and the value of this
item is not more than OP T /λ. Let z be this single big item, for future reference.
Therefore, f (T 0 ) ≥ f (T2 ) − OPT /λ in this case.
ˆ
The other case is when the ratios of some items from T2 are less than OPT/6,
and
thus we do not pick them. Since they are all in T2 , their total weight is at most 1.
ˆ
Because of submodularity, the total loss due to these missed items is at most OPT/6.
ˆ
Submodularity and non-negativity of f then gives f (T 0 ) ≥ f (T2 )−f ({z})− OPT/6
≥
ˆ − OPT λ − OPT/6
ˆ
OPT
= O(OPT).

4.5

The Subadditive Secretary Problem

In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1.4 by presenting first a hardness result for
approximation subadditive functions in general. The result applies in particular to
our online setting. Surprisingly, the monotone subadditive function that we use here
is almost submodular ; see Proposition 4.5.4 below. Hence, our constant competitive
ratio for submodular functions is nearly the most general we can achieve.
Definition 4.5.1 (Subadditive function maximization). Given a nonnegative subadditive function f on a ground set U , and a positive integer k ≤ |U |, the goal is to
find a subset S of U of size at most k so as to maximize f (S). The function f is
accessible through a value oracle.
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4.5.1

Hardness Result

In the following discussion, we assume that there is an upper bound of m on the size
of sets given to the oracle. We believe this restriction can be lifted. If the function
f is not required to be monotone, this is quite easy to have: simply let the value of
the function f be zero for queries of size larger than m. Furthermore, depending on
how we define the online setting, this may not be an additional restriction here. For
example, we may not be able to query the oracle with secretaries that have already
been rejected.
The main result of the section is the following theorem. It shows the subadditive
function maximization is difficult to approximate, even in the offline setting.
Theorem 4.5.2. There is no polynomial time algorithm to approximate an instance
√
of subadditive function maximization within Õ( n) of the optimum. Furthermore,
no algorithm with exponential time 2t can achieve an approximation ratio better than
p
Õ( n/t).
First, we are going to define our hard function. Afterwards, we continue with
proving certain properties of the function which finally lead to the proof of Theorem 4.5.2.
Let n denote the size of the universe, i.e., n := |U |. Pick a random subset S ∗ ⊆ U
by sampling each element of U with probability k/n. Thus, the expected size of S ∗
is k.
Define the function g : U 7→ N as g(S) := |S ∩ S ∗ | for any S ⊆ U . One can easily
verify that g is submodular. We have a positive r whose value will be fixed below.
Define the final function f : U 7→ N as

f (S) :=



1

if g(S) = 0


dg(S)/re otherwise.
It is not difficult to verify the subadditivity of f ; it is also clearly monotone.
In order to prove the core of the hardness result in Lemma 4.5.3, we now let
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r := λ ·

mk
,
n

where λ ≥ 1 +

q

3tn
mk

and t = Ω(log n) will be determined later.

Lemma 4.5.3. An algorithm making at most 2t queries to the value oracle cannot
solve the subadditive maximization problem to within k/r approximation factor.
Proof. Note that for any X ⊆ U , f (X) lies between 0 and dk/re. In fact, the optimal
solution is the set S ∗ whose value is at least k/r. We prove that with high probability
the answer to all the queries of the algorithm is one. This implies that the algorithm
cannot achieve an approximation ratio better than k/r.
Assume that Xi is the i-th query of the algorithm for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2t . Notice that
Xi can be a function of our answers to the previous queries. Define Ei as the event
f (Xi ) = 1. This is equivalent to g(Xi ) ≤ r. We show that with high probability all
events Ei occur.
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2t , we have
"
Pr Ei |

i−1
\
j=1

t

#
Ej =

Pr[

Ti

Pr[

Ti−1

j=1 Ej ]

Thus, we have Pr[∩2i=1 Ei ] ≥ 1 − 2t

j=1 Ej ]

P2t

i=1

"
≥ Pr

i
\

#
Ej ≥ 1 −

j=1

i
X

Ej .

j=1

Pr[Ei ] from union bound. Next we bound

Pr[Ei ]. Consider a subset X ⊆ U such that |X| ≤ m. Since the elements of S ∗ are
picked randomly with probability k/n, the expected value of X ∩ S ∗ is at most mk/n.
Standard application of Chernoff bounds gives




mk
mk
Pr[f (X) 6= 1] = Pr[g(X) > r] = Pr |X ∩ S | > λ ·
≤ exp − (λ − 1)2
n
n
−2t
2
≤ exp{−3t} ≤
,
n
∗

where the last inequality follows from t ≥ log n. Therefore, the probability of all Ei
events occurring simultaneously is at least 1 − 1/n.
Now we can prove the main theorem of the section.
√
√
Proof of Theorem 4.5.2. We just need to set k = m = n. Then, λ = 3t, and the
p
inapproximability ratio is Ω( nt ). Restricting to polynomial algorithms, we obtain
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0

t := O(log1+ε n), and considering exponential algorithms with running time O(2t ),
we have t = O(t0 ), giving the desired results.
In case the query size is not bounded, we can define f (X) := 0 for large sets X,
and pull through the same result; however, the function f is no longer monotone in
this case.
We now show that the function f is almost submodular. Recall that a function g
is submodular if and only if g(A) + g(B) ≥ g(A ∪ B) + g(A ∩ B).
Proposition 4.5.4. For the hard function f defined above, f (A) + f (B) ≥ f (A ∪
B) + f (A ∩ B) − 2 always holds; moreover, f (X) is always positive and attains a
√
maximum value of Θ̃( n) for the parameters fixed in the proof of Theorem 4.5.2.
Proof. The function h(X) := g(X)/r is clearly submodular, and we have h(X) ≤
f (X) ≤ h(X) + 1. We obtain f (A) + f (B) ≥ h(A) + h(B) ≥ h(A ∪ B) + h(A ∩ B) ≥
f (A ∪ B) + f (A ∩ B) − 2.

4.5.2

Algorithm

An algorithm that only picks the best item clearly gives a k competitive ratio. We now
show how to achieve an O(n/k) competitive ratio, and thus by combining the two,
√
we obtain an O( n)-competitive algorithm for the monotone subadditive secretary
problem. This result complements our negative result nicely.
Partition the input stream S into ` := n/k (almost) equal-sized segments, each
of size at most k. Randomly pick all the elements in one of these segments. Let the
P
segments be denoted by S1 , S2 , . . . , S` . Subadditivity of f implies f (S) ≤ i f (Si ).
P
Hence, the expected value of our solution is i 1` f (Si ) ≥ 1` f (S) ≥ 1` OPT, where the
two inequalities follow from subadditivity and monotonicity, respectively.

4.6

Further Results

In this chapter, we consider the (non-monotone) submodular secretary problem for
which we give a constant-competitive algorithm. The result can be generalized when
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we have a matroid constraint on the set that we pick; in this case we obtain an
O(log2 r)-competitive algorithm where r is the rank of the matroid. However, we
show that it is very hard to compete with the optimum if we consider subadditive
functions instead of submodular functions. This hardness holds even for “almost
submodular” functions; see Proposition 4.5.4.
One may consider special non-submodular functions which enjoy certain structural
results in order to find better guarantees. For example, let f (T ) be the minimum
individual value in T which models a bottle-neck situation in the secretary problem,
i.e., selecting a group of k secretaries to work together, and the speed (efficiency) of
the group is limited to that of the slowest person in the group (note that unlike the
submodular case here the condition for employing exactly k secretaries is enforced.)
In this case, we present a simple O(k) competitive ratio for the problem as follows.
Interview the first 1/k fraction of the secretaries without employing anyone. Let α be
the highest efficiency among those interviewed. Employ the first k secretaries whose
efficiency surpasses α.
Theorem 4.6.1. Following the prescribed approach, we employ the k best secretaries
with probability at least 1/e2 k.
Indeed we believe that this O(k) competitive ratio for this case should be almost
tight. One can verify that provided individual secretary efficiencies are far from each
other, say each two consecutive values are farther than a multiplicative factor n, the
problem of maximizing the expected value of the minimum efficiency is no easier than
being required to employ all the k best secretaries. The following theorem provides
evidence that the latter problem is hard to approximate.
Theorem 4.6.2. Any algorithm with a single threshold—i.e., interviewing applicants
until some point (observation phase), and then employing any one who is better than
all those in the observation phase—misses one of the k best secretaries with probability
1 − O(log k/k).
Another important aggregation function f is that of maximizing the performance
of the secretaries we employ: think of picking k candidate secretaries and finally
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hiring the best. We consider this function in Subsection 4.6.1 for which we present a
near-optimal solution. In fact, the problem has been already studied, and an optimal
strategy appears in [40]. However, we propose a simpler solution which features
certain “robustness” properties (and thus is of its own interest): in particular, suppose
we are given a vector (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γk ) such that γi ≥ γi+1 for 1 ≤ i < k. Sort the
elements in a set R of size k in a non-increasing order, say a1 , a2 , . . . , ak . The goal
P
is to maximize the efficiency i γi ai . The algorithm that we propose maximizes this
more general objective obliviously; i.e., the algorithm runs irrespective of the vector
γ, however, it can be shown the resulting solution approximates the objective for all
vectors γ at the same time. We refer to Subsection 4.6.1 for more details. Following
we provide proofs of theorems 4.6.1 and, 4.6.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.6.1. Let R = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a|R| } ⊆ S denote the set of k best
secretaries. Let S ∗ denote the first 1/k fraction of the stream of secretaries. Let E 1
denote the event when S ∗ ∩ R = ∅, that is, we do not lose the chance of employing
the best secretaries (R) by being a mere observer in S ∗ . Let E 2 denote the event that
we finally pick the set R. Let us first bound Pr[E 1 ]. In order to do so, define Ej1 for
j : 1 ≤ j ≤ |R| as the event that aj 6∈ Se . We know that Pr[E11 ] ≥ 1/k. In general,
we have for j > 1
"
Pr Ej1

#
\
i<j

Ei1 ≥

n − nk − j + 1
n−j+1

n − nk − k
≥
n−k
n/k
=1−
n−k
2
≥1−
k

assuming k ≤

n
.
2

(4.4)

Notice that the final assumption is justified because we can solve the problem of
finding the k 0 = n − k ≤ n/2 smallest numbers in case k > n/2. Using Equation (4.4)
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we obtain
1
Pr[E 1 ] = Pr[E11 ] Pr[E21 |E11 ] · · · Pr[E|R|
| ∪j<|R| Ej1 ]

k
2
≥ 1−
k

≥ e−2 .

(4.5)

The event E 2 happens when E 1 happens and the (k + 1)th largest element appears in
S ∗ . Thus, we have Pr[E 2 ] = Pr[E 1 ] Pr[E 2 |E 1 ] ≥ e−2 · 1/k =

1
.
e2 k

Proof of Theorem 4.6.2. We assume that we cannot find the actual efficiency of a
secretary, but we only have an oracle that given two secretaries already interviewed,
reports the better of the two. This model is justified if the range of efficiency values
is large, and a suitable perturbation is introduced into the values.
Suppose the first secretary is hired after interviewing a β fraction of the secretaries.
If β > log k/k then the probability that we miss at least one of the k best secretaries
is at least 1 − (1 − β)k = 1 − 1/k. If on the other hand, β is small, say β ≤ log k/k,
there is little chance that the right threshold can be picked. Notice that in the oracle
model, the threshold has to be the efficiency of one prior secretary. Thus for the right
threshold to be selected, we need to have the (k + 1)th best secretary in the first β
fraction—the probability of this even is no more than β. Therefore, the probability
of success cannot be more than log k/k.

4.6.1

The Secretary Problem with the “Maximum” Function

We now turn to consider a different efficiency aggregation function, namely the maximum of the efficiency of the individual secretaries. Alternately, one can think of this
function as a secretary function with k choices, that is, we select k secretaries and we
are satisfied as long as one of them is the best secretary interviewed. We propose an

algorithm that accomplishes this task with probability 1 − O lnkk for k > 1.
As we did before, we assume that n is a multiple of k, and we partition the
input stream into k equally-sized segments, named S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk . Let f (s) denote
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the efficiency of the secretary s ∈ S. For each set i : 1 ≤ i < k, we compute
αi := max
f (s),
S
s∈

j≤i

Si

which is the efficiency of the best secretary in the first i segments. Clearly, αi can
be computed in an online manner after interviewing the first i segments. For each
S
i : 1 ≤ i < k, we try to employ the first secretary in j>i Sj whose efficiency surpasses
αi . Let this choice, if at all present, be denoted si . The output of the algorithm
consists of all such secretaries {si }i . Notice that such an element may not exist for a
particular i, or we may have si = si0 for i 6= i0 . We employ at most k − 1 secretaries.
The following theorem bounds the failure probability of the algorithm.
Theorem 4.6.3. The probability of not employing the best secretary is O

ln k
k


.

Proof. Let (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) denote the stream of interviewed secretaries. Let am be
the best secretary, and suppose am ∈ Si , namely (i − 1)l < m ≤ il, where l := n/k.
Our algorithm is successful if the second best secretary of the set {a1 , a2 , . . . , am−1 }
does not belong to Si . The probability of this event is
(i − 1)l
(i − 1)l
i−1
≥
=
.
m
il
i

(4.6)

The probability of am ∈ Si is 1/k and conditioned on this event, the probability of
P
failure is at most 1/i. Hence, the total failure probability is no more than ki=1 k1 1i =

O lnkk as claimed.
This problem has been previously studied by Gilbert and Mosteller [40]. Our
algorithm above is simpler and yet “robust” in the following sense. The primary
goal is to select the best secretary, but we also guarantee that many of the “good”
secretaries are also selected. In particular, we show that the better the rank of a
secretary is in our evaluation, the higher is the guarantee we have for employing her.
Theorem 4.6.4. The probability of not hiring a secretary of rank y is O
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py
k

.

Proof. Let (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) denote the stream of interviewed secretaries. Let am be the
secretary of rank y, and suppose am ∈ Si , namely (i − 1)l < m ≤ il, where l := n/k.
Below we define three bad events whose probabilities we bound, and we show that am
is hired provided none of these events occur. In particular, we give an upper bound
p
of O( y/k for each event. The claim then follows from the union bound.
q
k
− 1. The event E1 occurs if i ≤ z. This event happens with
Let z :=
y−1
q
p
1
probability z/k which is less than k(y−1)
≤ ky .
We say the event E2 happens if am is not the best secretary among those in sets
Si , Si−1 , . . . , Si−z . This happens when there is at least one of the y − 1 secretaries
better than am in these sets. Let W be a random variable denoting the number of
these y − 1 secretaries in any of the mentioned sets. Since any secretary is in one
of these sets with probability (z + 1)/k (notice that z + 1 is the number of these
sets), we can say that the expected value of W is (y − 1)(z + 1)/k. Using the Markov
Inequality, the probability that W is at least 1 is at most its expected value which is
q 
y−1
(y − 1)(z + 1)/k. Thus, using the definition of z, we get an upper bound of O
k
for E2 .
Finally,

we define E3 as the event when the best secretary among

{a(i−z−1)l+1 , a(i−z−1)l+2 , . . . , aj−1 } (secretaries appearing before am in the abovementioned sets) is in set Si . This happens with probability at most 1/(z + 1), because
there are z + 1 sets that the best secretary is equally likely to be in each. Thus, we
p 
y
get Pr[E3 ] = O
by definition of z.
k
If non of the events E1 , E2 and E3 happen, we claim am is employed. Because if
the maximum item of items {a(i−z−1)l+1 , a(i−z−1)l+2 , . . . , aj−1 } is in the set Si0 , and
i − z ≤ i0 < i, then we hire am for the set Si0 ; refer to the algorithm when we consider
the threshold αi0 .
The aforementioned algorithm of [40] misses a good secretary of rank y with probability roughly 1/y. On the other hand, one can show that the algorithm of Kleinberg [59] (for maximizing the sum of the efficiencies of the secretaries) picks secretaries
√
of high rank with probability about 1−Θ(1/ k). However, the latter algorithm guar√
antees the selection of the best secretary with a probability no more than O(1/ k).
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Therefore, our algorithm has the nice features of both these algorithms: the best
secretary is hired with a very good probability, while other good secretaries also have
a good chance of being employed.
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